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Since the opening of the Eurostar terminal at St Pancras, a
new buzz word has been heard around Kings Cross. 'Bonsoir
Luvvie! Looking for a bien amuser?’

SHAKY LEE’S EASTER
PARADE

Covering all
types of roots
music including
Rock'n'Roll, R&B,
soul, jazz, folk,
country and
much more

little known friendship between Ella Fitzgerald and
Marilyn Monroe. Apparently Marilyn was able to
pull some strings to get Ella a gig at the whitesonly Mocambo nightclub in Hollywood. With a live
band on stage this show should be well worth
catching, which I will have done by the time you
read this.

I’d like to congratulate our leader, Good King
Woody, on the excellent second coming of the 2i’s
tribute/TV Hop show at the 100 Club. I thought it
was even better than the first one with more
Rock’n’Roll and less Skiffle. Special American
guest Margaret ‘Shake A Leg’ Lewis was
absolutely splendid and Jay Chance did an
excellent job in the role of compere/stage
manager.

The award winning Broadway musical Jersey
Boys opens (opened?) in London’s West End at
the Prince Edward Theatre on March 18th. This
story of Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons
sounds promising as amongst the songs featured
are Sherry, Walk Like A Man, Big Girls Don’t Cry,
Let’s Hang On, Rag Doll and Working My Way
Back To You.

© Paul Harris

The Barbican is staging The Harder They Come
season from March 6th to April 12th. This is a
celebration of Jamaican music featuring the
smash hit musical, several cult films and a night of
deeply grooving dub and reggae with Linton Kwesi
Johnson.
At the Fairfield, Croydon on Easter Monday is
Buddy Holly’s 50th Anniversary Commemorative
UK Tour starring Marc Robinson as Buddy with
The Counterfeit Crickets who I am led to
understand are rather good. A clever idea this one
as it recreates the March ’58 tour and only goes to
the original theatres or towns where Buddy
himself appeared. Also on this ‘Stars In Their
Eyes’ type bill are a Dusty Springfield, a Connie
Francis and a Billy Fury.

© Paul Harris

I also rather enjoyed the subsequent skiffling
poetry evening at the Freemason’s Arms, and a
visit to the friendly Oval Tavern in East Croydon to
once again sample the delights of Diz Watson and
his accomplished set of musicians.
Andre Williams was a bit of a disappointment at
the Luminaire as his punky backing band
overshadowed, and at times drowned out, his
greasy baritone timbre. I’m glad I went along
though as the lecherous Jail Bait was a real
highlight.

Another 50th anniversary being celebrated this
spring is that of Joe Brown who doesn’t really look
old enough to have served half-a-century in the
music business. He has a good pedigree though,
having played with Cochran, Vincent, Johnny
Cash and Ronnie Hawkins. He also performed at
the big 1972 London Rock‘n’Roll Show and picked
lead guitar on the seminal Sound Of Fury LP. A
new CD is out to coincide with his tour which
covers the length of the country and runs through
to May 10th, so he’s bound to be coming to a town
near you if he hasn’t already been.

Two enticing country shows coming up in April at
this cosy Kilburn venue are Kimmie Rhodes on
Friday 11th (who I saw about 15 years ago at the
sadly defunct Weavers Arms) and the authentic
James Hand (Thursday 24th) who was
spellbinding at the Borderline a year or so ago.
Meanwhile an interesting new musical drama –
Marilyn and Ella – has just opened at my lovely
local Theatre Royal, Stratford East. It is set in midfifties America and is based on a true tale of the

I attended the very first Burnley National Blues
Festival back in 1989 which starred Fenton
Robinson, Champion Jack Dupree, Johnny Mars,
Little Willie Littlefield, Otis Grand, Jo Ann Kelly,
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Mike Sanchez and the Big Town Playboys, Hans
Theesink, Steve Phillips and Brendan Croker plus
a few more. I will be boogieing down to Burnley
again this year for the 20th anniversary weekend.
Remarkably we again get Little Willie Littlefield
(now a sprightly 76 year old) and Mike Sanchez,
whilst Johnny Mars will be guesting with the
Michael Roach Band and hosting a harmonica
workshop. Also on the bill are Little Charlie & The
Nightcats, Henry Butler, Earl Thomas, Angela
Brown, Boo Boo Davis. Thorbjorn Risager and the
Duke Robillard Band amongst others.

song each, and naturally talented daughter Sam
appears several times whilst his regular top notch
band, including his son Pete, are very much in
evidence.
The accompanying 12-page booklet includes
some interesting photos which, unfortunately, are
not captioned. However messrs Cochran, Vincent
and Fury are easily identifiable, although I’m not
sure who all the guys lined up with Larry Parnes
are. Davy Jones and Vince Eager are definitely
amongst them as are (I think) Dickie Pride,
Johnny Gentle, Georgie Fame and Duffy Power
but I’m not sure who the rest of them are. In more
recent times Joe is pictured with Lonnie Donegan,
Chas & Dave and his offspring.

Looking further forward I will be Teddy Boying
about at Hemsby in May where I am keen to
renew my acquaintance with both Sonny Burgess
and Dale Hawkins who can still rock with the best
of them. Hope to see some of you Woodies there.

The music covers a variety of styles and conjures
up some pleasant images e.g. “That yellow dress
you wore when we went dancing Sunday nights”.

Beetle Crushing Wilkinson

CD REVIEWS

A very enjoyable release
MARY JEAN – BULLETPROOF
(1World 110806)

THE VERY BEST OF JOE BROWN
(Universal 8823853)

This is another corker from the honey-voiced Ms
McCall featuring some jaunty piano along with her
expressive mellifluous vocals. However, besides a
few solo efforts as per her debut album a full band
backing fleshes out the sound on most of this
welcome issue.

1.What A Crazy World (We’re Livin’ In) 2. A Picture Of
You 3. It Only Took A Minute 4. Sally Ann 5. All Things
Bright And Beautiful 6. That’s What Love Will Do 7. I’m
Henry The Eighth I Am 8. Hava Nagila 9. Shine 10.
Souvenir D’Alvito 11. Sea Of Heartbreak 12. Downtown
Strutters Ball 13. I’ll See You In My Dreams 14.
Reuben 15. One Trick Pony 16. Lazybones 17. Malt ‘n’
Barley Blues 18. Well Alright 19. Early In The Morning
20. She Moves Through The Fair 21. Black Betty 22.
Well Well Well 23. A Picture Of You 24. Sally Ann 25. It
Only Took A Minute

Some of the material may be of a melancholy
nature, but there is no doubting the quality of the
handpicked songs on offer or the sensitive
treatment of them. So briefly…

To celebrate the chirpy Cockney’s 50th
anniversary in the music industry this CD
commences with seven of his early sixties
recordings, which were released on the Piccadilly
label, and you can clearly hear Marty Wilde’s
backing vocals on the opening song.

Radney Foster’s Louisiana Blue has a pleasant
piano introduction to this tale of being alone again
following upon the break-up of a relationship.
Pleading for her man to stay is the message
behind Mindy Smith’s One Moment More.
Bulletproof includes a lovely steel guitar passage,
although who is responsible for it is not revealed
in the CD insert. The witty 455 Rocket is the tale
of Mr Smith’s Oldsmobile, written by Gillian Welch
and David Rawlings, which Kathy Mattea has
recorded. Before I Go That Far is a falling out of
love number featuring a good piano solo whilst, in
contrast I Don’t Have To Dream is about falling in
love. Wake Up Older is a terrific version of a great
little ditty composed by Lisa Carver which was a

Track numbers 8 to 12 and 23 to 25 are brand
new cuts of some of Joe’s old favourites, with the
remainder being recorded in 2004 and 2006.
Don’t let the abundance of 21st century selections
put you off as they are very fine performances in
their own right.
Dave Edmunds and Jools Holland play on one
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minor hit for Julie Roberts.

Bill
Brandt

MJ co-wrote Empty Room with album
producer/engineer Neil Preston, and compares
favourably with the rest of the material on here. I
Still Cry is a Julie Miller song recalling a former
lover whereas Todd Snider’s Trouble is a more
up-tempo tale of temptation. Kate Campbell wrote
Fade To Blue about a partner who can’t quite get
over his former lover. Only A Fool is a one-sided
love affair kind of bittersweet ballad. The old
Jeannie C Riley hit, written by Tom T Hall –
Harper Valley PTA – swings along nicely, as does
the even older standard Paper Moon, which Ella
Fitzgerald (amongst others) recorded some
seventy years ago. Reaching back further, Good
Ole Rebel is an anti-Yankee confederate chant
performed a capella style, and unlike anything
else on this disc. It may be non-PC nowadays but
I dig it anyway.

(1904-1983)

says
“HOLD
THE
THIRD
PAGE!”
Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says
farewell to the controversial genius that was Ike
Turner who sadly died at the age of 76 on the
12th December 2007. Cruising through back
issues of Tales From The Woods you will discover
a review that I did for what I described as a gig
that would go into TFTW history as one of the
great gigs of all time. One magical evening back
in the mists of time Ike Turner came to Ronnie
Scott’s Jazz club in Frith Street, Soho; it was a
near full Woodie turn out and he blew us all away,
pounding the keys on the classic Rocket 88 like
he recorded it yesterday, trademark guitar licks on
Five Long Years which seem to bend halfway
round the room, which had yours truly and near
name sake Ronnie Wood of the Rolling Stones
yelping with glee, fist punched high into the air, as
our hero tore up.

Give Me Wings is a plea to a lover to give her
some freedom. Pistol rocks along with plenty of
pumping piano, and was recorded live on
Merseyside. I’m not too keen on Crazy Arms,
which was performed live on Dutch radio in a
jazzy sort of way, but overall this is rather a
splendid offering from Mary Jean and a must for
Lewis freaks.
Available direct from the artiste – check her
website – www.maryjeanworld.com

Shaky L







Got to see Ike a couple of more times in the few
years that followed, but the night at Ronnie’s could
never begin to be equalled; neither would it be fair
or even sensible to believe that it could be. How
many perfect memories do you need anyhow?



JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

Ike Turner was born in Clarksdale, Mississippi on
15th October 1931, the son of a Baptist minister.
Ike’s first childhood memory, it was alleged, was
of seeing his father beaten to unconsciousness by
a white mob in retaliation for a relationship with a
girlfriend of one of the white gang members.
Refused admission to the whites only hospital, his
father lingered on in constant pain in a tent in their
backyard before finally dieing from his injuries.
Ike’s mother Beatrice, a seamstress, and his older
sister Ethel doted on the young Ike and his mother
somehow scraped enough money together to buy
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In Love’ crossed over from the r&b charts to pop
in the US, as did ‘I Idolize You’ and ‘It’s Gonna
Work Out Fine' in 1961.

him a piano after he had heard blues pianist
Pinetop Perkins play at a friend’s house. It would
not be long before the man who would later head
north to Chicago and become a member of Muddy
Waters’ legendary band began teaching the young
lad all that he was able.
By the time he was 8 years old he was hanging
out at the radio station that is in the heart of every
blues fan, no matter where in the world they may
come from, WROX (back in the mid nineties yours
truly was interviewed on air by the wonderful but
sadly deceased Early Wright who had been at the
station since the days when Ike and BB King were
there as DJs and no doubt sat in the very chair
that occupied this awe struck English arse).
At age 9 Turner tried to bludgeon to death a
stepfather who beat him with barbed wire. Around
the same period of time he began to DJ at
WROX, quitting school at 13 to play piano with
Robert Nighthawk, Sonny Boy Williamson. Come
the late forties Ike formed a band with former
school friends and local likeminded pals, including
Willie Kazart, Raymond Hill, Eugene Fox, and
Jackie Brenston and so the Kings Of Rhythm'
were born.

However, after leaving the Sue Label in 1962, the
duo struggled to match their growing popularity as
a live act, with a succession of one off deals on
various labels. Joining forces with Phil Spector
and his famed Wall Of Sound would produce
‘River Deep, Mountain High’ which hit paydirt in
the UK charts at no 3, but bombed in spectacular
fashion in their native US, which, if all accounts
are to be believed, drove Spector into a state of
manic depression.

They drove over to Memphis to record the classic
Rocket 88' for Sam Phillips ,which he leased to
Chess Records in Chicago, topping the r&b charts
in May 1951, released under the name of the
vocalist Jackie Brenston.

They would have to wait until 1969 to gain wider
recognition in their own land when they were given
a support slot on a Rolling Stones tour,
introducing them to a young white audience that
would eventually reward them with a gold disc for
their version of the John Fogerty penned ‘Proud
Mary’ in 1971. Two years later in 1973 the
autobiographical 'Nutbush City Limits’ was an
international hit. Between these years their album
‘Live At The Carnegie Hall/What You Hear Is
What You Get' went gold in the US.

As the early fifties rolled on it would see Ike
working as a talent scout for Modern Records
where he helped to nurture the careers of BB
King, Bobby 'Blue’ Band and Howlin’ Wolf to name
but three, as well as doing session work with all
the previous mentioned and many more, before
becoming restless and heading out to St Louis,
Missouri with the reformed Kings Of Rhythm.

In July 1976, Tina walked out of the band and
their marriage to find unimagined fame by catering
for a certain market. Ike meanwhile concentrated
his energies to run his own studio, Bolic in Los
Angeles. In 1982 his studio burnt down in
somewhat suspicious circumstances and he
lapsed into a period of drug related
irresponsibilities, no doubt not helped by his ex
wife’s disclosures. Throughout the remainder of
the eighties he was allegedly arrested 11 times for
drug related offences, until being finally jailed in
1989 on a 17-month sentence for possession
during which time he renounced cocaine,
responsible for his dramatic personal decline. A
20-year habit, by Ike’s own admission, had left
him $300,000 worse off.

One night in 1956, at the Club Manhattan, a local
gospel singer grabbed the mike and began to sing
'you know I love you' which had recently done
pretty good business for BB King. Billed as Little
Anna, Anna Mae Bullock became a member of
the Kings Of Rhythm, at first taking up with sax
player Raymond Hill, with whom she had a child.
By 1958 it was all over and she and Ike became
an item, and soon they were married.
Two years later in 1960,she graduated to lead
vocalist when resident singer Art Lassiter failed to
show for a recording session, ‘A Fool In Love'
being the track in question which Ike shopped
around, securing a deal with Henry 'Juggy’ Murray
who ran the Sue Label in New York. He, by all
accounts, suggested making Anna the star
attraction but a change of name was required. Ike
thinking back to his childhood to jungle screen
goddess came up with the name Tina, and his
protégée’s transformation was complete. ‘A Fool

The release of the film 'What’s Love Got Do With
It' based around Tina’s revelations did little to help
him get his life back into gear, as by all accounts
he had signed away his rights to sue for
defamation but, determined to fight his way back,
reformed the Kings Of Rhythm band and in 1999,
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published his autobiography ‘Takin’ Back My
Name' which included some sensational insights
of being sexually molested as a child by an adult
woman, and the harrowing account of his father’s
fatal beating.

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says
farewell to bandleader, entertainer, Rock’n’Roll
pioneer Freddie Bell who died on the 10th
February aged 76, from complications arising
from cancer.

In 2001 he released the album ‘Here And Now’
which was nominated for a Grammy award,
touring Europe, US, Canada, his career and life
finally back together. He was inducted on to the St
Louis Walk Of Fame and, come 2007, his album
‘Risin’ With The Blues’ won him a much deserved
Grammy award for best traditional blues album.

Born Ferdinando Dominick Bello on the 29th July
1931, growing up in new jersey where his parents
were shopkeepers although his natural musical
ability would soon prove he was not to be destined
to follow in the footsteps of his parents, learning to
play the trombone, bass and drums. His first
professional engagements were with a jazz outfit
led by saxophonist Ernie Ventura. By the time he
was just 20, Freddie formed his own jump blues
and swing band, very much influenced by the
great Louis Jordan, they set out on a tour for the
most part centred around the mid west. A Las
Vegas booking was thrown in at the tour’s end,
almost as a bonus; ironically he would spend the
next half a century plus, making his living from
playing the lounges of Vegas.

Ike turner who, for the most part, appeared to be
indestructible has gone. He looked, moved and
had the manner of a man twenty years his junior,
and recent indications have suggested that he
was back snorting cocaine and that was a huge
contributing factor to his death. A musician of the
highest calibre both as a guitarist and pianist,
singer, songwriter, pioneer of Rock’n’Roll,
innovator of soul, blues performer of quality, king
of rhythm in the field of rhythm and blues,
entrepreneur and finder of talent [excuse the pun]
- all this and more for the most part ignored by
those who wrote the obituaries in the national
press.

The band now rebranded Freddie Bell and the
Bellboys, took up their first residency at the Sands
Hotel working alongside the extremely versatile
Treniers, who also would go on to spend 60 years
in the music business. It was the Trenier brothers
who were the inspiration behind Freddie’s biggest
hit 'Giddy Up A Ding Dong’ unintentionally, by
nicknaming him ‘ding-dong'. Along with his friend
Pep Lattanzi he wrote the lyrics to the
aforementioned ‘giddy up’, the song very much
designed to showcase the band’s clowning. The
year being 1953, fate made the right decision by
shelving the number for a couple of years and
instead, their first single was a cover version of
Big Mama Thornton's ‘Hound Dog' which had
been successful in the blues market. Freddie
chose to clean up the lyrics to make it more
acceptable for white radio.

So called quality newspapers sunk to the level of
the tabloids when speaking of Ike, for those
newspapers that normally would not type a liberal
thought, suddenly found themselves with
explosive orgasms of political correctness,
headlines ‘Pioneer Of Rock’n’Roll And Wife
Beater', ‘Tina Turner’s Violent Ex Husband Who
Also Laid A Foundation For Rock’n’Roll'; no doubt
Ike was not the most lovable man to walk the
earth, most likely a million and one shortcomings,
but none of this should detract from his massive
achievements. The claptrap in the national press
was no doubt written by journos who think at worst
that Rock’n’Roll was invented by guys with curly
perms with cucumbers stuffed down the front of
spandex trousers, or at best that nothing much
happened before the Beatles came out of
Liverpool.







Come 1955 Bill Haley and the Comets conquered
the world with ‘Rock Around The Clock’; an
exploitation movie of the same name would soon
be in the making. Freddie and the band were
drafted in to make a guest appearance, their
‘Giddy Up A Ding-Dong’ had found its moment;
given now a Rock’n’Roll beat, again his buddy
Lattanzi and himself provided the other required
tune for the movie, ‘We Gonna Teach You How
To Rock'. Strangely ‘ding-dong' did not chart in
their native USA., but more than compensated in
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Australia, France, and the UK, where it peaked at
no 4.

consummate entertainer as you would expect
from an artist who has spent over half a century in
what is considered the entertainment capital of the
world, Las Vegas.

The following year 1956 Elvis Presley came to
Vegas for the first time; Vegas however was
neither ready for Presley or the southern boy’s
brand of authentic Rock’n’Roll, although what
would prove worthwhile was the rapport struck up
with the young singer, and the more experienced
lounge entertainer, even adapting one of the
latter’s stage numbers 'Hound Dog’. The rest is
history as they say. Freddie took Elvis’ success
with the song all in his stride, expressing no
resentment.

Even in retirement Freddie remained a leading
figure in the Vegas show business community and
its charity events. Married four times he is
survived by four daughters, two sons and a
stepson.

Keith Woods








For Cool Cats and Shabby
Tabbies

1957 would see Bill Haley and his Comets arrive
in the United Kingdom in February for a
nationwide tour, a couple of months later, Charlie
Gracie would arrive; in May Freddie Bell and the
Bellboys arrived the, third American Rock’n’Roll
act to tour, they were to co-headline with Britain’s
very own Rock’n’Roll sensation Tommy Steele.

Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.

A FEW HOT DATES AVAILABLE
IN 2008!!
Linda Gail Lewis, May and early
November

THE LENNEROCKERS, September
SLEEPY LA BEEF, October
Charlie Gracie, December.

Despite a successful tour their follow up single,
'Get The First Train Out Of Town' failed to chart,
their second movie appearance in ‘Rumble On
The Docks' crept by with little fuss. Freddie and
the boys though were still riding the crest of the
wave. A riotous performance at the world famous
Paris Olympia, long gruelling tours of the far east
and Australia, guesting on the prestigious Ed
Sullivan show in 1958. Other singles followed
including 'The Hucklebuck', ‘Rockin Is My
Business' and in 1964 another movie appearance
in 'Get Yourself A College Girl' retitled 'The
Swinging Set' in the UK, starring alongside such
luminaries of the period as The Standells, Dave
Clarke Five, and The Animals.

With the cream of the bop crop always
available.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Gene
Summers, Johnny Preston, Billy Lee
Riley, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Mac
Curtis, George Hamilton (rockabillin!)
IV,

By the mid sixties the Bellboys split up, leaving
Freddie to pursue his highly successful Las Vegas
cabaret career alone, only interrupted by the
spasmodic European Rock’n’Roll festival. It was
indeed at one of these that I was able to witness
Freddie in action, Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll
weekender to be precise, of a few years back,
ironically Freddie pretending to be sick, old and
frail being wheeled on to the stage in a
wheelchair, wrapped in a blanket. Once the band
kicked in Freddie flung aside the blanket and
leaped around the stage, highly professional, the

As well as the Chas Hodges
Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the
Lennerockers, and Big Bad Shakin'

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Tales From The Woods’ very own Michael T
Clayton doing a sterling job upon the keys of the
venue’s trusted and much admired piano, John
Hills from the TFTW houseband, Southend On
Sea’s guitar hero sitting in as required and along
with the rest of the houseband backing up two
giants of British Rock’n’Roll Terry Dene and Wee
Willie Harris. If that is not enough, with very little
rehearsal, the houseband stepped forward to play
behind the big surprise of the evening, all the way
from Shreveport, Louisiana, Margaret Lewis who
not only performed at the legendary Louisiana
Hayride back in the glorious fifties but is, along
with her husband Alton, responsible for its survival
and preservation.
Great to have Dave Sampson back on a London
stage after so many years; back after just one
year was Danny Rivers, only this time he was able
to do a fuller set, unlike last year when we ran out
of time and had to cut off the star of TV’s Wham
in his prime.

Hello folks, back again, not such a long gap this
time. Still in the midst of winter at the time of
writing, a particularly cold snap, but by the time
issue 54 drops on to your doormat, it should have
warmed up considerably. At least the evenings
are drawing out a little, creating the impression
that spring is slowly making its way.
Despite the bitter cold, many friends of Tales
From The Woods both old and new, turned out at
the legendary 100 Club in Oxford Street to share
in the magic of the wonderful evening that was 2is
2 or Rockin At The TV Hop, as was the subtitle
dreamt up by loyal Woodie, Bill Haynes, a recent
inductee in to the Woodie family, at the time of 2is
#1 to be precise, although we go back a great
deal further than that.
Sometime during 1964, on a 649 trolley bus along
the Seven Sisters Road, Bill then a face, sharp
suited mod boy, me in hush puppies and hipster
slacks, conversation struck up as kindred spirits
on all things Rock’n’Roll, rhythm and blues and
the sounds that had been emanating from the
mecca of the then contemporary electric blues of
Chicago, Illinois. Years roll by, trolley buses have
long since passed into picture books, 43 years
later, a knock on the door here at Tales From The
Woods Towers, a tall man with slightly greying
hair, desperate to purchase tickets for 2is #1, we
recognised each other immediately. See, that’s
what happens when you have Rock’n’Roll in your
soul, you stay forever young, time don’t mean a
damn thing.

Back also from last year was drummer supreme
Ray Duval, this year bringing all the Checkmates
with him; washboard maestro of so many Tales
From The Woods gigs I have lost count, John
Pilgrim; new to us and virtually all at the 100 Club
were his Vipers Continuation featuring Trevor
Myatt; Alan Bailey from the Soho Leg-ends came
back to see us this year as did the rockin’ poet
from Witham, Essex, Rockin’ Gerry. First timer
Ray Dexter brought along his own tight band; Earl
Sheridan, a fifties original, who put in a solid
rockin’ performance despite a close family
member being very poorly.
Sadly we only had time for just one number from
Barry Husband and Brian 'Licorice’ Locking
Shadows tribute, sorry guys if only we had more
time. Jay Chance, along with doing two spots
during the course of the evening, was the event
mc/stage manager, keeping everyone to their
allotted time.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all the
artists and musicians for making this such a
memorable evening, as your flattering emails
suggest, far better than last year in terms of
slickness and organisation. Thank you to all the
fans who came out to join us, many travelling
considerable distance to be there including
mainland Europe. A big kiss on the cheek to
Elana for manning the 100 Club’s ancient cash
desk, also to Mrs Mandry for providing the
musicians and singers with such a wonderful
buffet during the long afternoon of rehearsals and
sound checks. Thank you to her husband Bob for
helping out with the preparations prior to the
show, to Andrew Ings for manning the Ace
Records merchandise table whilst Trevor and co
took time out to socialize, to Brian 'Fluffy' Boxall
for manning the TFTW merchandise table [say
hello to Fluff, Harry] (Hello Fluff – how’s your
bowels? – H), to Ken Major and Alan Lloyd whose

Bill looking after Radio Caroline
So it was for the artists and musicians who
performed at the 2is 2 like they were all in all the
first flush of youth, like it was just yesterday that
they walked down the steps of the 2is cellar in Old
Compton Street, hungry for fame and success. No
doubt you will be reading elsewhere in the
magazine a complete review of the show, so no
need to go into detail here, except to say that I
was as proud as a new daddy to see the heroes’
welcome given to the band Tales From The
Woods' put together specially for the show. Big
Jim Sullivan, Brian 'Licorice' Locking, Clem
Cattini, every one’s a legend folks!
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Monty Python’s immortal words] in collaboration
with Hylda Sims’ Fourth Friday Poetry
Organisation we presented a skiffle/poetry night,
and what an outstanding success it proved to be.
A sizeable appreciative crowd made up of both
the Fourth Friday members and Woodies were
entertained by the City Ramblers Revival
consisting of Hylda Sims guitar/vocals, Simon
Praegar guitar/vocals, Kevin Stenson guitar, John
Pilgrim washboard and Pete Stanley banjo. Along
with two veteran bona-fide bohemian poets, John
Rety and Angela Kirby as well as guest poet, the
man now described as the Byron of Witham,
Rockin’ Gerry. Hylda and I were so pleased with
both the artistic and commercial success of the
evening we have booked ourselves in for a
second helping on Friday 5th September, make a
note in your diaries, I am sure you will enjoy a
wonderfully relaxed and entertaining evening..

contributions to the smooth running of the TFTW
machine cannot be calculated, and to our DJ
Tooter Sands who felt gainfully underemployed as
we had to scrap prepared intervals to keep the
show running to time.
During the course of the evening we presented a
much-deserved award to our webmeister Alan
Lloyd. Only the fourth ever issue of this unique
award, previous recipients being the late Lynn
Peters, Skiffle King Chas McDevitt, appropriately
handed over to him at a ceremony attended by the
TFTW faithful at Frith Street, Soho’s long
established Greek restaurant Jimmy's, and of
course veteran Tales From The Woods scribe,
drummer of choice to the stars and a DJ with a
selection of platters only equalled by his
impeccable taste, I refer of course to Boppin'
Brian Bunter Clark. Yours truly had the great
pleasure of bringing the Australian wizard par
excellence of cybernetics to the hallowed stage of
the legendary 100
Club to present
the hand crafted
award; as many of
you know Alan,
over
the
last
couple of years,
has turned our
forlorn
and
dejected website
around to where it
is now the envy of
all
our
glossy
competitors.

Finally before I go I have to mention a couple of
things. Firstly those of you who joined us in the
very early days of Tales From The Woods may
recall I ran a piece on Cuddles, where is he now!
which is reproduced on the website. A young
muso who just happened to be browsing our
website came across this vintage article; the lad
contacted me to say that need to look no further,
Cuddles is safe and well living just down the road
from his own home in Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
and is a drinking buddy of his. He kindly passed
on Cuddles’ contact number, I said I would call,
but things being as they are, preparing for 2iis #2
etc, time slipped by without realising and, just a
few hours ago, Cuddles got fed up of waiting and
called Tales From The Woods Towers. He wants
all you Woodies know he is still rockin’, is about to
get married again, and wants to come to London
with his new bride to one of our gang meet ups to
meet us all.

As I type a fourth
award is being
© Paul Harris
created by our
carpentry genius
and marketing manager Ken Major. Now I wonder
who that is to be destined for?

We have certainly celebrated many an
anniversary over the last couple of years, fifty
years of Skiffle, 2is, so on and so forth, veteran
Rock’n’Roll promoter and entrepreneur, the man
behind the first and longest running weekender,
Hemsby, Willie Jeffery called in to say that 2008 is
also an anniversary year. Come August it will be
40 years since steam locomotion disappeared
from Britain’s railways into history and
preservation societies and would I give it a
mention in the mag. There you go Willie, I have
done.

2is #3 is definitely on for next year and already
booked to appear, for the first time on a London
stage in many a decade, now residing in
Germany, is the legendary Dickie Bishop. An all
star band is being put together for the Skiffle
pioneering hero, which at this moment in time
includes Micky Ashman on bass, Ron Bowden on
drums, John Pilgrim on washboard, with plenty of
mouth watering names to follow. There are quite a
few aces up my sleeve. Check out the website the names will be posted as soon as they are
confirmed, or by round-robin emails. For those of
you not yet connected to the 21st century most
frustrating and time-consuming piece of gadgetry,
we will be putting out newsletters over the coming
months.

Whilst we are on the subject of steam engines
when is Paul Sandford going to deliver the second
part of his article that he promised at the end of
his first part now several years ago?
Look, got to go now, see you at the back of the
mag for The Buzz.

Back on the 16th February at the Freemasons
Arms, Covent Garden, Tales From The Woods
returned once again to this venue, this time for
something completely different [to paraphrase

Keith Woods
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Marffa's Muffins

theme from Sponge Bob Square Pants!
The biggest predicament of the night was who to
see last. On the main stage they had Supergrass
playing there brand of Britpop, the ENTS 24 had
The Saw Doctors bashing out their brand of Irish
folk/pop was tough choice, so we went to see My
Vitriol in the Rock Cave tent. This band didn’t
seem to be having a very good night. They were
playing well, but once again this seemed like a
band without any memorable tunes. After about
half hour, and not hearing the one song I know by
them, we left the scene and went up to see the
last part of the Saw Doctors set.

GUILFEST 2007 – 13TH, 14TH & 15TH
JULY. STOKE PARK
Once again myself and my good lady took our
yearly pilgrimage to Guilford for its annual festival.
The outlook for the weekend did not look good
from a weather point of view, but the skies were a
lot clearer on the music front.
In the end the weather was only cruel for about 30
minutes on the Sunday afternoon, and this was
when Icicle Works played; rumour has it that they
whinged like mad about how early they had to get
up to get from Up North to Guilford………

We caught their last tune of the evening which
was a very long version of the Hey Wrap. This
tune is always a winner with any crowd, its simple
lyrics and bouncy tune really allowed the crowd to
jump and down even more.
And so to bed.

So Friday: Tent was up by 1700 and the first band
I got to see was Rodrigo y Gabriela. This duo
from Mexico - they now reside in Ireland when
they are not touring the rest of the world – play
acoustic guitars together. So what! I here you say.
Well, they played them fast, they played the good
and more importantly they played interesting
music. It was a very contemporary style, but they
still managed to showcase their Latin roots. In
between plucking at the strings like a turbo
charged kango hammer, they used the bodies of
the guitars for percussion,. They also showed the
other side to their influences by playing a cover of
Metallicas’ Orion. This piece of music is an
instrumental, so it fitted in well with their other
material. The only thing they really lacked was
stage presence. I think that they would have been
better of on the smaller ENTS 24 stage; the larger
main stage dwarfing the two of them.

Saturday:
Walking past the Unison Tent I spotted Miles
Hunt and Erica Knocklass were shown to play
that afternoon, so I got myself a beer and settled
for the show.

Over on the ENTS 24 stage I caught about 5
songs from Charlotte Hatherly; she is the former
guitarist from indie band Ash. She played a
charged set, mixing in 1 Ash song along the way.
Overall she surprised me. I thought she sounded
good, although I would say that I didn’t find myself
humming any of her tunes over the weekend.
I caught a bit of The Ordinary Boys after that on
the main stage. They were like Ronseal, ‘exactly
what it says on the tin’ very ordinary!

Miles is the lead singer from the Wonderstuff and
Erica is the violinist. Unfortunately for her, she
was billed outside as Eric (sic) Knocklass and
inside when she was introduced she was called
Erica Knockers!

Top find of the night was Newton Faulkner. This
lanky dreadlocked ginger man from Tunbridge
Wells – it doesn’t sound like he has much going
for him, does it? – was simply outstanding. Yes,
he plays acoustic guitar. And could be compared
to Jack Jonhson, who he has in fact supported,
but he is different. We were lucky enough to get to
see about 30 minutes of his set which included an
amazing cover of Massive Attacks Teardrop. It is
hard to describe how he did it, but it was a work of
sheer genius to get that tune out of one guitar,
including using the body of the guitar for
percussive effects. UFO was another good
number but one of his own. He finished with the

They played a brilliant set of songs including
Didn’t like you very much when I met you and
Circle square.
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Shortly after their set, the Fezheads took to the
stage with their tomfoolery of Egyptian likeness.
This included random songs and the hat swapping
dance!

On the whole he was good, but the set was
marred by mics dropping out; this really seemed
to piss of the guitarist in particular. Particular
faves though were Dodgy classics Good enough
and Staying out for the summer.

Down on the main stage I went to see Dr Jimmy
Cliff! Quite what a doctor of he is, I have no idea,
but it may be fashion as he looked a sight in bright
orange suit; in fact he looked like he just escaped
from an American chain gang.

Going for a bit of wander after that, I found Rage
DC playing in the Andertons live tent. From the
outside I was drawn to the strains of the Clash’s
Tommy Gunn being played. Convinced that it was
actually a record being played very loud through
the PA, I was amazed to see a bunch of herberts
playing it note perfect and vocally sounding like
the Clash too. Although I stayed around for the
next 3 songs, their own stuff just didn’t sound as
good.
I caught a bit of Moorcheeba a little time after
that. Now I really like recordings of them a lot.
Mainly because I like Skye’s vocals, but live they
didn’t seem to go down very well; too slow &
emotionless I think.
Wandering back through the site later that
evening on my way to see Squeeze, I bumped in
to the bassist for the United Stoats of America.
He told me of a gig that they were doing under the
pseudonym of Meat Raffle Sunday; they were
performing with members of Some Dogs in the
Unison tent. Well, I waited around for them to
come on which they did after a while, but I didn’t
think it was worth it. They should have started at
2050, but didn’t until 2130. And when they did they
only played 4 songs! After, I legged it down to the
main stage to see Squeeze.

But with Jimmy Cliff came the sunshine, never
had the song I can see clearly now hold so much
resonance to a crowd. To be fair it wasn’t raining
before his set – not in Guilford anyway – but it was
a bit overcast and grey. He had a big message for
the crowd about global warning too; he told
everyone to do their bit to stop. He played a
moving version of Vietnam dedicating to the
ongoing conflicts around world, but paying
particular attention to Iraq and insisting that we
should all send a message to President Bush and
former Prime Minister Blair declaring that we are
against the war. He also played a spine tingling
version of Many rivers to cross. This was very
good and showed his backing band of 8 other
musicians off well. Overall, I thought that Jimmy’s
performance one of the best of the festival.

I got there just as they were coming to the end of
their first number which was Take Me I’m yours.
After about 30 minutes in to the set it became
apparent that Glen Tilbrooks voice was heading
west. This was starting to affect an already – in
my opinion – lack lustre set. Sure we heard
Tempted, Pulling Muscles from a Shell and Up the
Junction and the like, but we also heard obscure
tracks; not what you would expect a band
embarking on their first tour in 10 years, and one
in conjunction with a greatest hits album release.
I will give Tilbrook his credit though, despite his
ailing voice he soldiered on including an encore,
performing Goodbye Girl as a sing-along with the

Back in the Unison tent I found former Dodgy
vocalist - Nigel Clark – bashing out some tunes
with a keyboard player and guitarist.
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audience.

say that it was one of the highlights of the
weekend.

So that brought the Saturday to a close with a bit
of a disappointment, but we had Sunday to come.

Spending so much time in that tent meant that we
missed out on The Beat and the Icicle Works; no
great shakes from my point of view.

Up early for breakfast down the local pub, we
bagged the last couple of fry ups which was nice.
We then went off to the leisure centre for a swim
and shower.

Working our back to the main stage, we were
blasted by the sound of the Dub Pistols. It was
incredible loud and bass heavy, but it made a
refreshing change. Towards the end of their set,
Terry Hall, formerly of the Specials, joined them
for a cracking version of Gangsters.

I wanted to be back to see Skaville UK. This
band musicians had intrigued me on the
description given in the programme. So I was but
miffed when I found out that I had missed them,
mainly because I was faffing in the swimming
pool.

Toots and the Maytalls were next up and I was
really looking forward to them. Yes, they came on
and played 52-46, Country Roads, and even
started with Pressure drop, but they never
seemed to get me going enough; unlike The
Magic Numbers.

But as luck would have it, when passing the
Unison tent, I found that some of them were billed
to play there; and indeed they did. Later that
afternoon I saw Jenny Bellstar (Sign of the
times), Rhoda Dakar (Body Snatchers & AKA
Specials member) and Nick Welsh (Bad

This group of two sets of siblings, who originate
from Barbados, were truly marvellous. Live, they
lived up to every expectation I had for them and
more. I was pleasantly surprised how well they
went down with the rest of the audience too. They
played a lot of songs from their eponymous first
album including – Mornings Eleven, Forever lost
and Long Legs, but also a couple of tracks from
the newer album Those the Brokes. They had
such a rich and happy sound to them that I found
them uplifting. I was particularly taken with the
vocals of one of the girls – Angela Gannon - in
this four piece; they were truly beautiful and fitted
the rest of the band perfectly.
Their set came all too quickly to an end for my
liking, but all good things come to end.

Manners lyricist and Selecter bassist) play a fun
filled set of Ska and Reggae style numbers. We
were treated in fact to about 45 minutes of music
and on stage tomfoolery. About half way through
they were joined by Louis Alphonso – Bad
Manners guitarist – who performed a fantastic
acoustic version of Lorraine.

I shot off after The Magic Numbers to the Rock
Cave tent to see the doom rock merchants
Orange Goblin. Unfortunately I only managed to
hear the last two songs of their set.
Another pint of beer in my hand, and it was back
to the main stage to see Madness. Well, what a
disappointment. A band that I had been really
looking forward to over the weekend, the last
band of the festival, a band with a reputation of
being great live performers, just did not crack it for
me.
Simply put, they did not seem mad enough. Too
many pappy pop numbers and not enough
material off the earlier albums, really let them
down in my opinion.
All in all the festival was a roaring success again,
but worryingly the most of the headlining acts
didn’t seem to perform like headliners should. It’s
just as well Unison were on site with their amazing
line up; well done to them.

Nick Welsh also performed a couple of great
tunes of his own including Skinhead love affair.
It really was a cracking atmosphere in the tent
with this lot playing, and I think it would be fair to

MM
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ALDERMASTON 50 YEARS
ON

But it's a pretty rum show when damn foreigners
start protesting, and black ones at that! Bloody
cheek - send 'em all home to Africa, that's what I
say!' (or words to that effect, I can't remember the
exact words he used 47 years on!)

This Easter marks the 50th anniversary of the first
Aldermaston March, and CND is going back to
Aldermaston to protest the expansion of the
bomb-making establishment in preparation for a
new generation of Trident nuclear missile
warheads.

A few months later, in September 1961, I joined
the biggest civil disobedience protest ever held in
this country when the Committee of 100 organized
a mass sit-down in Trafalgar Square. John
Osborne and Sheila Delaney, along with Bertrand
Russell, were amongst those breaking the law
with me on that day. My mother was worried I
would be arrested, get a police record and be
barred from a job for life - I was only 16. Most of
us never got arrested that day, there were far too
many of us, the police were powerless to do
anything but arrest a few people on the perimeter
of the Square. This included Canon L. John
Collins who, ironically, was NOT part of the illegal
protest.

This year also marks the 50th anniversary of CND
itself, and of the famous CND symbol, wrongly
thought by the Americans to be simply a 'peace
symbol'. It was designed by Gerald Holtom for the
first Aldermaston March, and unveiled in the small
hall of St Pancras Town Hall (now Camden Town
Hall) at a meeting a few weeks before the march.
It comprises the semaphore letters ND
superimposed on each other within a circle. ND
stands specifically for Nuclear Disarmament, and
the circle represents the womb/unborn child. The
symbol also represents the broken cross/crucifix
as a symbol of humankind's downfall.

The Canon (of St Paul's Cathedral) was the Chair
of CND which only organized strictly legal
demonstrations at the time. He'd just come along
to observe. He'd split with Russell over
disobedience - the great philosopher had been
CND's one and only President, but had broken
away from the main movement with people like
Pat Arrowsmith and 98 others to form the
Committee of 100 to take illegal action against
nuclear weapons.

I hope to be at Aldermaston for this 50th
anniversary protest. I wasn't on the very first
march (I was still at school), but the following year
I did see the Aldermaston Marchers pass by in
central London when I just happened to be there
with my mother. They were carrying those famous
CND 'lollipops' with Gerald Holtom's now worldfamous symbol.

I joined a march in the early 1960s from Glasgow
to the then Polaris base at Faslane, and slept in
church halls/schools on that one. In later years I
was arrested several times: in Grosvenor Square
on a big protest about the Vietnam War, with my
partner George at Upper Heyford, Oxfordshire in
protest against Cruise Missiles, and in Oxford
Street on another big anti-war demo.

It was 1962 when I joined my first Aldermaston
March. I never did the whole thing, or slept on
hard floors in schools and church halls. Living in
Welwyn Garden City at the time I did the March
the bourgeois way. The local CND group
organized coaches to and from wherever the
March started and ended each day. The most I
ever did was three days of it, coming home to a
comfortable bed to sleep in each night.

In 1962 I got a job, via David McClennan (Max)
who ran Keith's stall at TFTW jam sessions, at
CND Head Office. I'd written to Housman's
bookshop in Caledonian Road for a job with them
or Peace News in the offices upstairs, David was
working in the bookshop all those years ago, as
he still does today, saw my letter (he knew me as
he also lived in Welwyn Garden City) and passed
it on to CND. I worked at their head offices for the
next six years, a most memorable time of my
working career. I met many interesting characters
both there, and on the various demonstrations
over the years.

I witnessed Bertrand Russell launch the
Committee of 100, the break-away direct action
group, in early 1961 with a rally in Trafalgar
Square. Russell impressed and worried me by
saying our 'early warning' radar had difficulty
discerning a flock of birds from an incoming
Soviet nuclear missile. Apparently a flock of birds
had almost led to the launch of a nuclear attack
on the Soviet Union.
I followed them down Whitehall where Russell
pinned a notice on the Ministry of Defence, and
then he and loads of others sat down in the road
outside. An Empire Loyalist loudspeaker van
(predecessor to the National Front and British
National Party) derided them. But when a black
man shouted out 'Patrice Lumumba' in protest
about the murder of this African leader, I
overheard an Empire Loyalist say: 'I say, it's all
very well these chappies protesting about The
Bomb, they have a right to do so, they are British.

Also in 1962 we had the Cuba Missile Crisis,
which some see as a victory for nuclear weapons
since it 'proved' their deterrent effect. In actual fact
all it proved was how dangerous nuclear weapons
were, bringing us closer to nuclear war than we
have ever been before or since. The world lived in
terror of nuclear annihilation for days - Pat
Arrowsmith, who helped organize the first
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Aldermaston March, went to Ireland during the
Crisis where she felt slightly safer.

people's minds. Attlee commanded the most
leftwing government in Britain's history. It seemed
for a while in the 1940s that we were headed,
along with the new 'people's democracies' in
Eastern Europe, for full-blooded Socialism as
industry after industry was taken into public
ownership: Coal, Steel, the railways, etc. The
National Health Service was established with free
treatment/medicine for all. But those who put their
trust in Wilson and the 1964 Labour government
conveniently forgot that it was also Attlee's
government which produced Britain's first atom
bomb, and that leftwinger Nye Bevan betrayed us
all with his speech defending The Bomb when he
said we could not send a British Foreign Secretary
'naked into the conference chamber'. This was the
most twisted argument in favour of The Bomb
ever: that Britain must have it in order to negotiate
it away in disarmament conferences.

The thing was, the Cuba Missile Crisis was
CAUSED by nuclear weapons. It was the prime
example of a very dangerous situation which
would never have occurred had it not been for the
existence of these weapons. The Soviet Union
was surrounded by American and British nuclear
missiles, in Polaris submarines off the Soviet
coast, across the Bering Straits in Alaska, across
the Black Sea and on the Soviet southern border
in Turkey. Yet when Khrushchev planned to give
tiny Cuba a few nuclear missiles in the aftermath
of Kennedy's failed attempt to invade the island
and overthrow Castro's regime (the infamous Bay
of Pigs fiasco), Kennedy went berserk and
brought the world to the very brink of nuclear war.
The big waves of CND popularity and strength
always coincided with Conservative governments
in power. In 1963 we had a major success when
the CND's predecessor, the National Council for
the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons Tests, achieved
its main aim of stopping nuclear tests in the
atmosphere with the Test Ban Treaty of that year.
Thinking we had won, many then left CND.

So CND went into decline in the mid to late 1960s
and early 1970s, as protests against the Vietnam
War came to the fore. CND had a big revival with
the return of a Conservative government under
Maggie Thatcher in 1979, and the introduction of
nuclear armed Cruise Missiles into Britain. Peace
Camps were set up at Greenham Common and
other cruise missile bases, and there were huge
CND demonstrations again. We won that battle
too - cruise missiles were eventually scrapped,
and the bases closed down, CND went into
decline again.

The following year, with the election of Wilson's
first Labour government in 1964 ending 13 years
of Tory rule, many more left CND in order not to
'rock the Labour boat'. In Welwyn Garden City the
middle-class
CND
group
was
almost
indistinguishable from the local Labour Party.
Exactly the same people were at meetings of both
organizations. The only way you knew you were in
a Labour Party meeting rather than a CND one
was that these middle-class people would address
each other as 'comrade', so Mrs Weston,
secretary of the local CND group, became
'Comrade Weston', and questions were
addressed thru the 'Comrade Chairperson'.
Comrade Weston and others assured me that
CND was no longer needed now we had the Test
Ban Treaty and Comrade Harold Wilson in charge
of the government, everything would be sorted out
within the Labour Party. Yeah, right!

But Britain still holds on to the Trident nuclear
submarines and their missiles, and a Labour
government is planning to replace them, though
nobody is sure why as the Cold War is over.
Presumably as a 'status symbol' so Britain retains
her permanent seat in the UN Security Council.
The nuclear bomb gives us this ticket and thus the
power of veto over all UN resolutions, which is
why that body has never really worked since all
the big 5 nuclear powers have to agree on any
action to be taken.

It must be remembered that the memory of the
previous Labour government, that of Clem Attlee
immediately after the War, was still in many

So I shall be back at Aldermaston 46 years after I
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first joined a CND march, protesting against the
obscenity and madness of nuclear weapons which
have never deterred anybody (Vietnam,
Falklands, Afghanistan, Iraq and 9/11 to name just
a few wars/conflicts where having a so-called
nuclear deterrent had no effect whatsoever).

Marquee attendance was announced almost
every week and for a while it was quite the “in
thing” – I remember seeing Nancy Spain there.
The old Marquee was in a cellar beneath the
Academy Cinema in Oxford Street which was
posh with a uniformed commissionaire outside
who used to get very annoyed when the Marquee
queue stretched right across the front of the
Academy. We used to have some lively chats as
he tried to force us to move away and we asked
him when he had bought the pavement. Poor
bloke - only trying to do his job.

While there I shall remember all the wonderful
and sometimes odd characters I met thru CND
and the nuclear disarmament movement over the
years: Mrs Malvin Side, George Clark, Peter
Cadogan, Jimpy, Mrs Minnion, little Lucy
Behenna, David from Tanganyika, Joan
Stavenhagen. David, who worked at CND head
office for a time, called Joan a 'bourgeois
housewife' and told her to go out and get herself a
job - Joan was a voluntary worker at CND office
along with Mrs Minnion and Lucy Behenna.
George Clark and Peter Cadogan were wild
cards, members of the Committee of 100, but
organizing their own protests/campaigns. We
used to sing on marches: 'George Clark knew my
father, father knew George Clark'. Jimpy was
CND's handyman, fixing things in the office,
organizing the tea stall at Aldermaston, looking
after the tons of lost property after the marches,
and selling every CND badge in the country at the
height of the campaign. Malvin Side was a
wonderful old lady who was on every
demonstration I went on from 1961 till the late
1970s, and when last heard of she was in a
nursing home, still selling CND's newspaper
'Sanity' to other inmates.

Of course we saw so many other wonderful
people there too e.g. Solomon Burke, Inez and
Charlie Foxx and dear old Sonny Boy. When I met
my late wife in 1969 it transpired that we had both
been at many of the same shows.
One final thought. Like all of us we have been
fortunate to see so many wonderful performers
over the years but one sight I will never forget is
the Johnny Otis Show complete with the 3 Tons of
Joy crammed onto the tiny stage at the 100 Club –
I will be thinking of that on the 27th.
Derek Pedder







Party Thank You:
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank everyone
who came along to our new venue for social
events and meetings etc, The Kings Head
Marylebone, especially new members like Doug
Shelley and his mates, along with friends of
Rockin’ Gerry, Norman and Maureen.

Comrade Papard





Letters FROM the Editor

'Sanity' has now been replaced by other CND
periodicals, but I wonder - will I still need to be
selling them to my fellow inmates when I end up in
a nursing home in 20, 30 or 40 years time? I hope
not.







Good to see also long established 'Woodies'
whose appearance are somewhat spasmodic
these days, i.e. Dr Charles 'Fatty' Dale and Bob
'Jazzbunny' Dubbler.

Letters to the Editor

A big Thank You to the Houseband for creating a
memorable evening for the birthday boys, Alan
Lloyd, Dave Woodland, Eddie Bowser and Tony
Papard, also to the artists/musicians who give
their time to attend and to freely perform for us:
Wee Willie Harris, Danny Rivers, Howard Tibble,
Corliss Randall, and Rockin’ Gerry.

Ealing Club
To all Woodies
I never went to Ealing or the Roundhouse but I
was in at the beginning of Alexis’s Blues
Incorporated at the Marquee and saw the Rolling
Stones, Yardbirds, Mayall’s Bluesbreakers etc
there and a chap who used to emerge from the
audience to sing called Rod Stewart - wonder
what happened to him (apart from building football
pitches in Epping). I actually had a conversation
with M Jagger – we were talking about records
and I was quite proud of my three Jimmy Reed
Top Rank singles until he said that he had three
LPs.

Thank you again to Mel the Guvnor, for putting up
with the noise, and not forgetting all those who
came along to help celebrate their mates’
birthdays. Great night.
Thank you

Keith Woods


It was very exciting in those days as a new record
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Four reports here, and the first trains the spotlight
on Pete G and the Magnitones, who appeared
on December 2nd. A four-piece, they are led by
vocalist and gob-iron wielder Pete G, and they
adopt a fairly relaxed approach generally
speaking, but can rock it up nicely when required.
Lots of interesting selections throughout their
three sets, including Johnny and the Hurricanes'
"Red River Rock" with the harp as lead
instrument, most unusual! Likewise, a medley of
"Little Bitty Pretty One" and "Rockin' Robin" raised
an eyebrow or two.

Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com

Elsewhere, they slowed down Lloyd Price's
"Stagger Lee" to good effect, included two strong
Chuck Berry-like items, "Lonesome" and "I Don't
Care", plus the only scheduled slow blues in the
entire show with "Oh Baby". Then there was Little
Junior Parker's "Feelin' Good", some great jumpjive in "Sinful Woman" and B.B. King's "Early In
The Morning", the latter including an extended
solo by Pete, also a tasty rendition of the Fabulous
Thunderbirds' "I Believe I'm In Love", the New
Orleans-influenced "What Can It Be", Guitar
Junior's "I Got It Made", and Arthur Alexander's
"The Girl That Radiates That Charm", was given a
likeable, early-60's type workout, everybody twist!
Special guest John O'Leary, on whom more later,
weighed in with a potent medley of Muddy's "Long
Distance Call" and "She's 19 Years Old". To sum
up, the rockers would have enjoyed this one, as
there were plenty of rockin' sounds included
throughout the band's performance. Me, I loved it
for sure!

Bruno Hofer Platz 1
80937 München
Germany
Tel: 089/311 39 18
Fax: 089/311 29 31
rockithydra@t-online.de
www.rockithydra.de
email for a catalogue of CDs, DVDs
and LPs

Not sure if it was Pete G's first gig at the Oval, but
it was a memorable debut for the City Shakers,
led by the one and only Big Boy Bloater, on
December 9th. As we Woodies know, Bloater
leads the Southside Stompers and, of course, the
Rhythm Riot Kings Of Rhythm, he has played
behind so many great names in the world of R&B,
so those in the know (i.e. me) knew that the
audience were in for a real treat. The City Shakers
are Bloater's blues combo and apart from the
great man himself on vocals and guitar, boast a
tremendous harpman in Laurie Garman, Darren
Richards, usually seen with Slim Slip and the

Bunter at the Oval
Tavern
Hi Blues Boppers! Here goes with another column
featuring shows I've witnessed in the last few
months held at what I consider to be the premier
blues music venue in the South-East, tops for
informality and musical diversity, the Oval Tavern,
in East Croydon.
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Sliders, on bass, and a guy identified only as
"Bomber" on drums, whom many Woodies will
recognise as the King Of Rhythm's regular
sticksman. There were any amount of classics
heard throughout their session, such as Billy Boy
Arnold's "I Wish You Would", and "I Ain't Got
You", Muddy's "Sugar Sweet", Ann Cole's "Got My
Mojo Working", Elmore James' "Shake Your
Moneymaker",
Magic
Sam's
"Roll
Your
Moneymaker", in which a little audience
participation was required, Wolf's "Built For
Comfort", Papa Lightfoot's "Mean Ol' Train",(in
which Laurie really blew the back off it!) Richard
Berry/The Treniers' "Get Out Of The Car" (which
was given a Slim Harpo/John Lee Hooker-style
treatment) Willie Cobbs' "You Don't Love Me",
Junior Wells' "Messin' With The Kid", Johnny
"Guitar" Watson's "Gangster Of Love", Little
Walter's "Mellow Down Easy", Bo Diddley's "You
Can't Judge A Book By The Cover", Young
Jessie's "I Smell A Rat", Lloyd Price's "Oo Ee
Baby", and Memphis Slim's "We're Gonna Rock".
All great stuff, and the crowd were truly
impressed. By the time you read this, the Shakers
will have made their second, and I'm pretty sure
successful, visit to the Oval.

The Life I Live", Nat Cole's "Route 66", Joe
Liggins' "Pink Champagne", Ray Charles' "It
Should've Been Me", Johnny Otis's "Willie and the
Hand Jive" and even Chuck's "No Particular Place
To Go". Nice gig, great entertainment.
Lastly, we return to John O'Leary, whose own
band, made up of Jules Fothergill on guitar, Jools
Grudgings on keyboards, Roger Inniss on bass
guitar and Joachim Greve on drums, played to a
packed, repeat, packed, Oval on February 10th.
Blues-rock is generally not my preferred style,
(when it comes to blues I prefer James Moore-aka
Slim Harpo- to Gary Moore) but these guys'
disciplined, tight playing was truly impressive.
And, naturally, loud. The band, minus John,
kicked off on a breezy, funky instrumental before
John appeared, giving us the Latin-y "Rules Are
Alright", followed by "Somebody Help Me"., "Early
In The Morning", Charles Brown's "Drifting Blues",
understandably slow, and the boogiefied "Baby
That's The Way I Feel".
Among the songs featured in the second set, we
heard a funky treatment of St. Louis Jimmy's
"Goin' Down Slow" and of Howlin' Wolf's "Who's
Been Talkin"" which featured an extravagant bass
solo from Roger Inniss, a medley of Elmore's
"Look On Yonder Wall" and Sonny Boy's "Help
Me" built on the "Green Onions" riff, a decent
boogie woogie feature for Jools Grudgings, Joe
Liggins' "Pink Champagne", and "Black Cat Bone"
which featured Joachim Greve. A remarkable
band, to be sure, fairly brimming over in great
musicianship; this outfit clearly have a huge local
following, and deservedly so given their high
workrate. I've always generally preferred the
traditional, less-is-more school of blues (Big Joe
Louis, King David, Little George, et al), but if your
taste in blues runs to the likes of Tinsley Ellis,
Walter Trout or Kenny Wayne Shepherd, give
these cats a try. Looking at the four acts featured,
it clearly shows the sensibility of landlord
Graeme's gameplan; to feature as many styles of
the blues as possible in the Oval giglist. This he
does, and does superbly. This is why, to me, the
Oval leads, and the rest follow. More reports next
time, cheers!

Kit Packham's One Jump Ahead have been one
of the UK's leading jump-jive outfits for many
years now, and are not infrequent visitors to the
Oval. This particular show took place on January
13th. Apart from their leader on tenor sax and
vocals, the band are made up of Steve Knight on
2nd tenor, guitar and harp (!), Perry White on
keyboards, Glyn Evans on bass, and a fine,
swinging drummer in Kenrick Rowe. Kit likes to
rewrite the lyrics of classic jazz standards from
time to time, to Anglocise them as it were. Thus,
when he sings "Manhattan", he switches the
location to South London, singing the praises of
towns like Barnes, and Brixton, and, yes, even
East Croydon gets a mention.
He sung "Let's Do It" with a glint in his eye,
making the lyrics a trifle saucy. Apart from these,
it was jumpin, jivin' boogie, with a little jazz here
and there. Among the latter we heard solid
versions of Jon Hendricks' "Gimmie That Wine",
Lionel Hampton's "Red Top", Dean Martin's
"Sway", Nat Adderley's "Work Song", and Eddie
Jefferson's "Filthy McNasty", otherwise the crowd
tapped their toes to "Caldonia", "Reet Petite and
Gone", "Ain't That Just Like A Woman", and "Ain't
Nobody Here But Us Chickens", from the Louis
Jordan songbook, original compositions in the
form of "Is There A Doctor In The House",
"Jumpin' On The Bandwagon", and the
delightfully-titled "When I Was In France With
Francis", an obviously unrehearsed but fun
version of Fats Domino's "Whiskey Heaven",
Booker T and the MG's "Soul Limbo", which saw a
fine solo from Kenrick, "Blue Monday", another
Domino classic, Bullmoose Jackson's "Big Fat
Mamas Are Back In Style", Mose Allison's "I Love

Hi Kats and Kittens, here's a round-up of recent
weekenders and events ol' Bunter was fortunate
enough to attend. First of all, the 39th Hemsby
Weekender, held between October 11th -14th of
last year, took place at the Seacroft Holiday Site,
and attendance was noticeably down on previous
sessions,
but
not
by
much;
this
Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly bi-yearly feast continues to
be one of the most atmospheric and highly
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regarded weekenders in the world (literally, the
world, as many rockin' Kats and Kittens were
present from Japan, France, Germany and
Spain).

and rockabilly, but the overall effect was very
Hemsby-friendly, with a mixture of originals and
covers like "You and Me In A Perfect World",
"Nothin' Can Stop My Lovin'", "Relentless", "Rocky
Road Blues", "Blue Blue Day", "Modern Don
Juan", "One Sweet Letter From You", "Cryin' Over
You", "My Heart Is Aching For You", "I'm Standing
On A Rock" and the song for which he's best
known, "Cry Baby", where, in the film of the same
name, Johnny Depp mimes convincingly to JI's
recorded version. A splendid UK debut for James,
whose brother, Rick, sadly perished in the plane
crash that killed Ricky Nelson and his band
members as 1985 became '86. Let's hope he's
back amongst us before too long.

So, who entertained the young 'uns (as Andre
Williams would've put it) and the seniors? I wasn't
present on Thursday the 11th, but was told on my
arrival the next day that the Itchy Feet Trio, and
Midnight Shift, a band I've seen before once or
twice at the Woodgrange pub in Southend, both
got Hemsby 39 off to a flying start musically. Alvis
Wayne was due to perform on Friday evening, but
never made it to the UK, as it was learned he had
been bitten by a bug at his home in Texas, the
wound became infected, and sadly resulted in his
leg being amputated at the knee. Let's all hope
that Alvis stays in the best of health.

Unusually, in fact for the first time ever since I've
been attending Hemsby (15 straight years up to
now), there wasn't an established American
headliner lined up for Sunday. Instead, lively sets
from the Keynotes, Bill Fadden and the Rhythm
Busters, and the Slapbacks delighted all,
bringing the 39th Hemsby shindig to a close.
Slated for Hemsby 40 are Dale Hawkins, Sonny
Burgess, and Levi Dexter, among others so, be
there or be square! Usual congrats to Willie and
Varick and the backroom team, the comperes,
DJs and the bands.

Ervin Travis remains the world's finest Gene
Vincent tribute act, as proved tonight on the
Hemsby stage; backed, as always, by the superb
Virginians, he truly rocked the house with
favourites like "Lotta Lovin'", "Dance To The Bop",
"Yes I Love You Baby", "Say Mama", "Dance In
The Street", "Right Here On Earth", "Bebop A
Lula" (where both the 1956 and 1962
arrangements were utilised), "Well I Knocked Bim
Bam", and "Bluejean Bop", slowing it down for
"Someday" and a superb "Over The Rainbow".

Rhythm Riot

Nick Willet, a tall, talented Elvis lookalike from
the US, closed out Friday evening, for tired ol' me
Since his Hemsby debut in 2001, he has grown
and matured as an artist, more confident on stage
as we saw this evening with songs like "Lonely
Weekends", Brenda Lee's "Here Comes That
Feeling", Elvis's "Ain't That Lovin' You Baby", "Is It
So Strange", "I Believe In The Man In The Sky", "I
Need Your Love Tonight", and "How Do You
Think I Feel", also "Lonely Blue Boy", Carl Mann's
"Pretend" and "I'm Comin' Home", Slim Willet's
(no relation, as far as I know)"Don't Let The Stars
Get In Your Eyes" and a Buddy Holly-influenced
stab at "Memories Are Made Of This". A highly
assured performance indeed.
]
First American headliner for Saturday night was
Art Adams, with his longtime lead guitarist, the
charming, affable Bill Stewart leading the backing
band, the Infernos. A rockin', exciting show was
duly despatched by Art and the guys, with his
"greatest hits" included, these being "Rock Crazy
Baby", "Indian Joe" and "Dancin' Doll", in addition
to other goodies such as "Rocky Road Blues",
"Let It Rock", "Juke Joint Johnny", "Canadian
Lady", "Sweet Dreams", "Rock'n'Roll Ruby" and
"She's Down In Tennessee".

On now to the 2007 Rhythm Riot, held as always
at the Pontins camp in Camber the last weekend
of November. Another great line-up courtesy of
Robin and Colette, and on Friday, following strong
sets from the Houserockers and Holland's Big
Four, Kenny "Blues Boss"
Wayne delivered an uneven
set, for me, but his version of
Fats Domino's "La La" hit the
spot good and proper.
Saturday
saw
potent
performances from Latvia's
Pete Anderson (his recent
albums
are
well
worth
checking out), Swedish R&B
© Paul Harris
combo
the
Domestic
Bumblebees, and French
cajun outfit Les Spikebones, before former Ike
Turner sideman Dennis
Binder took the stage. 80
years young this year,
Dennis put over a good
set accompanied by the
ever-reliable Kings Of
Rhythm (led by Big Boy
Bloater), with a few songs
from his recent Earwig
CD, "Hole In That Jug",
these being the title track,
plus "Big Leg Mama",
© Paul Harris
"She's Somethin' Else",

James Intveld made his Saturday night Hemsby
debut on recommendation, and for me, this was
well justified; he is a classy stage performer, with
a fine American band to back him up. His style
tends to rest at mid-point between modern country
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"Why Everyone Sings The Blues" and a searing
version of Billy Emerson's "No Teasin' Around"
(his voice is still quite powerful for an
octogenarian-to-be). No "Early Times" though, a
pity, as it's a well loved blues rocker and is indeed
updated on the Earwig CD.

We needed a lift, and by Christ we got it with
Roddy Jackson, an unexpected hero of the 2004
Riot, now enjoying his re-born fame. And
deservedly so, he works super-hard, and in doing
so brings the best out in the musicians he works
with. And no band seems to suit his style better
than the Kings Of Rhythm, they can sure pump
out that late '50s rockin' Specialty-label sound
better than anyone. So, once again firing on all
cylinders on sax, baby grand piano (yes indeed!),
and vocals, Roddy delivered a set that if anything
outshone his 2004 performance.

Next up were the Legends Of Doo-Wop,
comprising Earl "Speedoo" Carroll, of the
Cadillacs and Coasters, Eugene Pitt, of the Jive
Five, and the only surviving Moonglow, the
seemingly indestructible Harvey Fuqua.
© Paul Harris

The trio was supposed to have been a quartet;
Herb Cox, the intended fourth member, didn't
make the trip due to illness, but the three giants
took turns in singing lead on their own hits, and
good-naturedly sang background on their
colleagues' classics. So, to hear things like
"Speedoo", and "No Chance", was truly a thrill
indeed. But it would be fair to say that the Jive
Five's Eugene Pitt's version of "My True Story"
stood out from the rest by some considerable
distance, boy, did he nail that one, really getting
down in the closing moments. A classic Rhythm
Riot moment.

© Paul Harris

"I Love Her Just The Same", "Hiccups", "I've Got
My Sights On Someone New", "Any Old Town",
"Juke Box Baby", "Love At First Sight", "Moose On
The Loose", "I Found A New Girl", "Consider",
"She Said Yeah", we heard these in all their
Rock’n’Roll splendour, along with an extended
rockin' jam which saw Roddy trade choruses with
the saxman, and with the Kings Of Rhythm
pianoman as they darted around each other at the
baby grand, egging each other on to greater
heights. Rock’n’Roll as it should be. Best
Rock’n’Roll gig ever for Bunter? A strong
contender!

Sunday's starters were the curiously-titled Stinky
Lou and the Goon Mat, from France (Delta blues
on valium, I'd say) and Finland's Boogie
Machine, then it was time for Sugar Chile
Robinson's first UK appearance in 56 years (!);
as a child prodigy of
© Paul Harris
boogie-woogie piano, he
scored underground hits
in the UK on Capitol
("Numbers Boogie") in
the very early '50s and
played at the London
Palladium in 1951. His
actual
performance
tonight was very uneven,
mixing
boogie-woogie
with standards, classical
pieces,
and
even
"Rudolph
The
Red
Nosed Reindeer"! He can still play good piano
though, and certainly intended to show his
versatility, and did, but perhaps no one bothered
to tell him the Rhythm Riot audience loves to
dance. Ah well.

King Pleasure and the Biscuit Boys followed,
but it was all over for me. Roll on the 2008 event!

Rockers Reunion
And finally, a look at the event regarded as the
first major gig on the Rock’n’Roll calendar, the
Rockers Reunion, based for some years now at
the Rivermead Leisure Centre in Reading.
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Kicking off the 2008 event were Midnight Shift,
who again gave a good account of themselves
with things like "Oakie Boogie", "Ooby Dooby"
"Half Hearted Love" "One Hand Loose" and
"Boppin' The Blues", followed by a good selection
of classic Brit-Rock’n’Roll such as "Move It',
"Dynamite", "Brand New Cadillac" and "Shakin' All
Over" from Mean Streak, and wild, unrestrained,
yet likeable, near-psycho sounds from Furious.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

All good stuff, but it was then time for some
serious quality in the shape of Paul Ansell's
Number Nine, who, aside from guitarist/vocalist
Paul, consist of the remarkable lead guitarist
Antonio Coni, pianist James Compton, bassman
Kevin McGee and drummer Ricky Hughes.
Among the songs in a memorable set were "Ruby
Don't Take Your Love To Town", "Kansas City",
"I'm A Lonesome Fugitive", a superlative reading
of "Lonesome Train", "Early Morning Rain", two
originals, "Jodie Lou" and "It Ain't Right", then
"Passenger", "Red Light Spells Danger", then a
drop in tempo for Elvis's "Pocketful Of Rainbows",
and Don Gibson's "Sea Of Heartbreak", before
rocking down the home straight with "If I Ever Get
To Memphis", "Rockin'n'Rollin' In Memphis",
"Sweet and Easy To Love", and "Big 10 Inch
Record". Great stuff indeed from one of the finest
rockin' country bands in Blighty.

Six Five Special –HobbyHorse HHCD 5023
Hi Kats and Kittens, ol' Bunter's back with a
round-up of favourite CDs I've picked up since last
we gathered round the CD player. Hobbyhorse
were a pretty busy company in the latter half of
last year re-releasing some classic UK Rock’n’Roll
albums of the late '50's. All were originally on
Parlophone, and the first of this particular
triumvirate, "Six Five Special" (HHCD 5023) was
initially unleashed on the keen teens back in 1957.
Maybe you'd have seen the only remaining
episode (it would seem) of "6.5." at the start of this
year on BBC 4, well, happily perhaps there's no
Michael Holliday or Eric Delaney on this album,
but there are some reasonably decent rockin'
bursts from Don Lang ("Ramshackle Daddy", "You
Started Something", and of course the title track),
the John Barry Seven with "Every Which Way",
"Let's Have A Wonderful Time" and "Rockabilly
Boogie" (no, not that one) Jimmy Jackson with
"Six-Five Jive", and great to see our buddy Terry
Wayne with versions of Webb Pierce's "Teenage
Boogie" and Carl's "Boppin' The Blues". Similar
uptempo efforts from Jim Dale, the King Brothers,
and Laurie London round out the LP/CD, recorded
before an invited audience of appreciative
teeners.

Up next was tonight's American headliner,
Johnny Powers, with his regular guitar man, also
from the US, the highly impressive Chris Casello,
who had previously worked with Jack Scott and
Emmylou Harris. Backed by a strong band that
included tenor saxist Clive Osbourne, Johnny
gave us the works with stone classics such as
"Rock Rock”, "Mean Mistreater", "Waitin' For
You", "With Your Love, With Your Kiss", "Be Mine,
All Mine", "Me and My Rhythm Guitar", "Mama
Rock", "Have I Told You Lately That I Love You",
an outstanding "Rocker Billy", "Treat Me Right",
"Please Please Do", "Indeed I Do", "Long Blond
Hair" and, in memory of Carl Perkins, "The Birth
Of Rock'n'Roll".

Oh Boy –HobbyHorse HHCD 7275/92
As is "Oh Boy", (HHCD
7275/92), easily the best
album of the three, with
great contributions from the
Vernons Girls, the John
Barry Seven (again), Neville
Taylor and the Cutters, the
Dallas Boys, the great
Vince Eager, and young Cliff Richard, hot as a
firecracker when this album first hit the streets, in
late '58. Also there's a load of ol' ballads from the
obligatory clapped-out crap crooner, Peter Elliott.
There may be no need to list tracks; many of the
readership must have this album.

Throughout, Chris had played some devastating
guitar licks, really lifting Johnny and the band, so
much so that I felt this was my favourite Johnny
Powers show of all thus far.
The evening was concluded in fine style by, one
might say, the definitive Teddy Boy band, Crazy
Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers, who delivered
a set full of rockin' favourites, including "She's The
One To Blame", "Teddy Boy Boogie", "My Little
Sister's Got A Motorbike" and "Old Black Joe".
Definitely one of the best Reunions, I'd say, full of
quality acts, well done Ian and Willie, see you next
year!







Drumbeat –HobbyHorse HHCD 7275/91



That leaves 1959's "Drumbeat" (HHCD 7275/91)
which is patchy, to say the least. It was a BBC ripoff of "Oh Boy", and this is brought home by the
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inclusion of Dennis Lotis (surely Jack Good
wouldn't have allowed him on this LP were he in
charge); I mean, honestly, you mean to tell me
that teenagers were buying Dennis Lotis' versions
of "Get Happy" and "I'm In The Mood For Love"?
Don't think so. Still, here he is, with the almost
equally-square Bob Miller and the Millermen.
Much better are the Kingpins, the superb Roy
Young with "I Go Ape", and "Slippin 'n 'Slidin'", the
great Vince Eager with "It's Late", a brilliant "This
Should Go On Forever", and "It Doesn't Matter
Anymore", also Adam Faith wails away on "Say
Mama", "C'Mon Everybody" and "Believe What
You Say". The makeweights are the John Barry
Seven, Sylvia Sands, and the Raindrops.

versions of songs
penned by the
great Doc and
Mort, by a pretty
wide variety of
artistes in varying
styles. We have
R&B in the rocking
form of the Tibbs
Brothers "Miss Rip
Van Winkle", plus
Ray
Charles
"Lonely Avenue", "Hey Memphis" by Lavern
Baker, "Save The Last Dance For Me" by the
Drifters, "Seven Sins" by Barrett Strong, "First
Taste Of Love" by Ben E. King, and "Seven Day
Weekend" by Gary U.S. Bonds, soul with Irma
Thomas's "I'm Gonna Cry Til' My Tears Run Dry",
and Howard Tate's "Stop", Brit-rock with Marty
Wilde's great take on "It's Been Nice", rockin'-pop
and cool doo-wop with Bobby Darin's delightful "I
Ain't Sharin' Sharon", the Mystics' "Hushabye",
Del Shannon's "His Latest Flame", Elvis's "Double
Trouble", Dion and the Belmonts' "A Teenager In
Love", teen-pop in Gene McDaniels' "Spanish
Lace", "Angel Face", by James Darren (prefer Billy
Fury), Barry Darvell's "King For Tonight"
(likewise), Fabian's "Turn Me Loose", Jimmy
Clanton's "Go Jimmy Go", and Bobby Vee's "All
You Gotta Do Is Touch Me", '60s pop-rock with
the McCoys "Say Those Magic Words", pure pop
in Andy Williams's "Can't Get Used To Losing
You", Elvis clones, with Ral Donner's "So Close
To Heaven" and Terry Stafford's "Suspicion" and,
in Little Tony's "Too Good", some Euro-rock. A
good selection with the usual tip-top Ace
presentation, lots of label shots and single/EP
covers for vinyl pervs everywhere, and an
informative booklet note from Mick Patrick.

That British Sound Vol 7 – Blakey CD 840
Staying with Brit-Rock, mention must also be
made of the most recent in the always-interesting
series of CDs, "That British Sound", which now
reaches Volume Seven (Blakey CD 840). Of most
interest to collectors in this 30-pack would have to
be the inclusion of two tracks from an unreleased
BBC session by Vince Taylor and the Playboys,
with storming versions of "My Babe" and "Brand
New Cadillac". From "Saturday Club", I assume, is
"Moondawg", a fairly pedestrian instrumental by
the Fentones. Doug Salma and the Highlanders
interestingly cover Dick Dale on "The Scavenger",
Big Jim Sullivan vocalises on an unsuccessful
cover of Ral Donner's "You Don't Know What
You've Got", a pre-Deep Purple Ritchie
Blackmore comes on like Link Wray on the
unreleased goodie "Earthquake", Duffy Power
puts his back into a version of "Whole Lotta
Shakin' Goin' On" from 1960, Sounds
Incorporated's version of "Batman" is leaden,
nowhere near as swingin' as Neal Hefti's classic
cut, Terry Wayne admirably covers Johnnie
Strickland on "She's Mine", Don Lang offers a
powerful twister in "Wicked Woman" which was
part of my singles collection years ago, the shy
and retiring Freddie Starr offers the selfexplanatory "Peter Gunn Locomotion", produced
by Joe Meek, as was Cliff Bennett's rockin' "I'm In
Love With You", and Danny Rivers' "Movin' In",
there's potent takes of Larry Williams' "Bad Boy"
and Solomon Burke's "Stupidity", by Kingsize
Taylor and the Dominoes, the version by the
Swaying Green Trousers, sorry, the Swinging Blue
Jeans, of "Shakin' All Over" may offend some.
These are the most interesting (to me) of the 30
tracks on offer, fans of the series will of course
love it, indeed, have it by now.

Shake 'Em Up & Let 'Em Roll – Ace CDCHD
1156
Of similar type, the
series of Leiber and
Stoller CDs on Ace
featuring important
musical milestones
by these legendary
writers
and
producers reaches
Volume
Three
("Shake 'Em Up &
Let 'Em Roll", on
CDCHD 1156) and this carries 24 tracks ranging
in styles from R&B groovers by Solomon Burke,
Richie Barrett, the Drifters, Roy Hamilton, Irene
Reid, the Exciters, Alvin Robinson ("Down Home
Girl"), the Soul Brothers, and the Honeyman,
jazzier sounds by Carmen McRae, Little Jimmy
Scott and Peggy Lee ("Is That All There Is?") doowop from Dion, ("Drip Drop"),country in the form
of "Jackson" by Johnny Cash and June Carter,
pop from Jay and the Americans, the Shangri-Las,

Double Trouble 1956-67; The Pomus and
Shuman Story - Ace CDCHD 1152
Onto Ace Records now, who issued some great
stuff at the back end of '07, first off we have
"Double Trouble 1956-67; The Pomus and
Shuman Story" (CDCHD 1152) which offers 26
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the Walker Brothers and Tommy Roe, and quality
soul by Willie Bobo, Dee Dee Warwick, Freddie
Scott, and Ben E. King, plus a rare curiosity in
"Shake "Em Up and Let 'Em Roll" by Jerry Leiber
and the Coasters.

had plenty to offer the tourist with books and
space exhibits of the Apollo mission craft, space
stations, Skylab space probes etc also many
hands on items.

Again Mick Patrick takes care of the booklet
notes, through insightful comments on all 24
songs. Great stuff.

Golden Age Of American Rock'n'Roll - Ace
CDCHD 1200
Lastly, following a
brief will-there-won't
there-be-another-one
period, Ace finally
released the eleventh
collection
in
the
fabled "Golden Age
Of
American
Rock'n'Roll"
series
(CDCHD 1200). A
true value-for-money
30-tracker, it carries
old familiar friends like Lavern Baker's "Jim
Dandy", Dion's "Ruby Baby", Mickey and Sylvia's
"Love Is Strange", Carl Mann's "Pretend", Shirley
and Lee's "Let The Good Times Roll", Jack
Scott's "Goodbye Baby", Ruth Brown's "This Little
Girl's Gone Rockin'", Charlie Gracie's "Fabulous",
(as we know!) and Hank Ballard's "Finger Poppin'
Time", and less obvious selections like the Four
Lovers' (later to be the Four Seasons) 1956 effort,
"You're The Apple Of My Eye", Bobby Pedrick's
"White Bucks and Saddle Shoes", an early
Conway Twitty minor hit, "I Need Your Lovin'", the
New Yorkers' "Miss Fine", Collay and the
Satellites' "Last Chance", the Quarternotes'
atmospheric "Record Hop Blues" and the Strollers'
"Come On Over". Add to this goodies from Ronnie
Love (the popular "Chills and Fever"), Cookie and
the Cupcakes, Bobbies Lewis and Comstock, and
others, plus the usual high-quality sound
mastering and general presentation prevalent in
all Ace releases, and you've got a real winner, a
worthy addition to this illustrious series of CDs.
And that's all for now, see you next issue!
Hardrock Bunter







Once inside you have a choice of two road trains
to take you on a tour of the site. Our first trip was
to the building housing the massive 362 foot long
Saturn V rocket which lay the full length of the
building and split into its three main stages so you
could see its massive engines. Seeing the sheer
size of the rocket and to think this put the Apollo
11 crew on the moon back in 1969, 28 years ago
is really something.
Outside there was one of the Saturn V engines I
stood beside it for a photo to give an idea of its
size.
Interestingly many people viewing the outside
display were most interested in the show of wild
flowers scattered around and were taking photos
this sort of brings you down to earth again.
Our second excursion took us around the site
viewing the various space facility buildings and
then the actual mission control room, the same
room and desk monitor layouts as it was some 40
years ago. As they told us the only thing that has
really changed is the updated computer systems.



This article was sent in back in July last year and
should have run with the Stompin’ USA write-up
but, better late than never.

Johnson Space Center And Mission
Control Houston
Visit by The Stompin’ USA 2007 Group

Finally we visited the astronaut training facility
housed in a large hangar type building with public
viewing gallery down the full length of one side. A
number of shuttle craft with open cargo bays,
space Skylab component modules, robotic arms
and many other units all used in the training of
astronauts in space work and maintenance. This
whole site is a must see for all tourists.
Bob Edwards

Words and pictures by Bob Edwards
Half the group visited the space center just
outside Houston. It lies just 10 miles south east of
the city covering an area of some three square
miles. The main entrance and shop/display area
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JAZZ JUNCTION

Thelonious Monk, ranging from the struggle of
jazz musicians during the McCarthy era, the loss
of his cabaret card and police abuse through to
the period of silence that preceded his death in
1982.

Simon Spillett and Vic Ash at Jazz
Upstairs at Ruislip – 3 December 2007

The stage set was a jazz club with members of
the audience seated at tables in the foreground as
Monk’s music was played by an excellent group of
musicians: Pat Thomas (piano), Guy Barker
(trumpet), Jean Toussaint (sax), Rowland
Sutherland (flute), Dudley Phillips (bass) and
Kenrick Rowe (drums). Occasional vocals were by
Filomena Campus, either in English or Italian.
Interspersed with the music were words and
verse, sometimes moving, sometimes amusing,
whilst projections, relevant or otherwise were
displayed on the curtain behind the band. Monk’s
words had been taped by Cleveland Watkiss and
were played over the speaker system as the
pianist on stage remained suitably silent.

Across the road from West Ruislip station is the
Ruislip Golf Centre, and it is there, in one of the
comfortable upstairs rooms, where drummer
Brian Knapp puts on monthly jazz performances
by some of the top names in British jazz.
December’s guests were the contrasting pairing of
Vic Ash (tenor sax and clarinet), a regular
member of Frank Sinatra’s European orchestra
over many years, and young turk Simon Spillett
(also tenor sax), who was tutored by Vic Ash for
2½ years. Making up the grouping were Nigel Fox
(electric piano) and on bass was one of Charlie
Watts’ neighbours and friends in his formative
years, Dave Green.
That Simon Spillett’s musical hero is Tubby Hayes
is well documented and comparisons in his
playing are regularly made. But Simon Spillett, as
Vic Ash pointed out, is not a clone and is
developing his own style. He does share a similar
ebullience and capacity for blistering solos,
although he may have been a shade restrained on
this particular night (perhaps in deference
to his senior mentor). He is also capable of
playing of profound beauty, as on the JJ
Johnson ballad Lament, where Nigel Fox’s
solo matched him in tenderness and depth.

Emerging from one of the tables, Christina
Oshunniyi took on the roles of both Billie Holiday
and Nellie Monk. Rachel Snider appeared as
Baroness (Pannonica) De Koenigswarter, who
had first met Monk in Paris, later on befriending
him in New York and taking him in to her home for
the last seven years of his life, when he withdrew
from playing the piano. It has become a
bit of myth that he was completely silent
during this period. Hardly speaking at all,
odd behaviour even for an eccentric like
Monk, is not the same as being
completely silent. Another oddity was the
occasional French accent of Rachel Snider,
pronouncing Monk as in ‘bonk’ (or ‘banque’ if you
are a French speaker). Although Pannonica had
been married to a French diplomat, she was an
English-born member of the Rothschild family and
her accent reflected her societal standing.

All this is not to downplay the contribution of Vic
Ash, who must have welcomed the freedom of
this setting and whose playing was thoughtful and
prescient throughout. His clarinet solo on My
Funny Valentine was suitably wistful and moving.
It is a shame that this instrument has been so
infrequently used in bop music.

Overall it was a thoroughly entertaining and
enjoyable evening and, even if at times bemusing,
there was always the fabulous music. Another
plus was that, being seated in the front row, we
were served with glasses of wine by the ‘club’s
waitresses’. A return for a three week run in 2008
has been mooted and for my part, I very much
suspect that a second visit will be on the cards.

The night though belonged to Simon Spillett, who
is rapidly assuming the mantel of the keeper of
the flame of British bop; mainly justified by his
respect for the tradition, which is evident in his
playing, but also for the dry humour of his inbetween numbers patter. Both Tubby Hayes and
Ronnie Scott would be proud.

Marilyn and Ella at the Theatre Royal,
Stratford – 21 February 2008

Misterioso (A Journey into the Silence
of Thelonious Monk) at the Riverside
Studios – 22 November 2007

The combination of Marilyn Monroe and Ella
Fitzgerald may seem unlikely but their paths did
more than cross and this musical drama written by
Bonnie Greer depicts how it came about. In
singling out this event, it reveals a side of Marilyn
which tends to receive scant exposure: her left
wing views and her support of those
disadvantaged by American society.

As part of its Italian theatre season, the Riverside
Studios in Hammersmith saw a production by
Theatralia, a London based theatre company
founded by a Sardinian, Filomena Campus, in
2003. She also adapted and directed this
multimedia piece of theatre, which was written by
fellow Italian, the novelist, playwright and poet,
Stefano Benni. It depicted events, real and
imagined, that occurred during the life of

Ella was an idol of Marilyn and around 1955, when
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nightclubs in Hollywood did not invite black artists
to appear, Marilyn learned that Ella’s agents had
been knocked back by the Mocambo. Using her
influence with the owner of the club, she managed
to obtain a residency for Ella by promising to be
seated at a front row table every night.

There did not appear to be any diminution in the
quality of his voice, although, to these ears
anyway, the words were a bit muffled. The
partisan audience had no such problems, as they
sang along from time to time in shared joy. They
were also not fazed by the brevity of the
performance
(forty-five
minutes
including
encores). Still Calvin Francis of Choice FM made
up for it by a playing a string of Gregory Isaacs
records as soon as the cheering had died down.

The first half of the stage show started with the
two divided, Marilyn relaxing on a chaise longue
and Ella on a raised platform above, standing
behind a gauze screen. By the means of
alternating monologues, it attempted to link the
two together through their frustrated ambitions.
Marilyn wanted to become a serious actress but
was being thwarted by studio executives and Ella
wanted the respect that comes with being allowed
to play the best clubs or appear in films but was
up against the brick wall of segregation.

Freddie McGregor at the Jazz Café –
27 August 2007

The second half was more enlivened as the
characters came together for Ella’s club
performance, with both of them in awe of the other
when they eventually meet. Amusing one-liners
are dotted about and Nicola Hughes (as Ella) gets
to show off her syrupy voice, with Mack The Knife
drawing the most plaudits. Wendy Morgan makes
the most of Marilyn with a portrayal that is entirely
believable.

A fortnight later, as Carnival came to an end, the
legendary Freddie McGregor also embarked on
a two-day stint at the Jazz Café. Although a
precocious talent (he was in the studio as a
backing singer when aged seven), it was not until
the late ‘70s and early ‘80s that he came to fame.
Equally adept with roots as well as lovers material,
it has been said that he went sweet too soon. But
anyone with such a fabulously soulful voice can be
forgiven any lapses in choice of material.

In spite of a story that is on the slight side, it was
an extremely entertaining evening. And although
there have been some qualified reviews, I would
go along with Lee Wilkinson’s words in The Stage
– ‘It is a little gem’.

REGGAE
IRREGULAR

Despite the lack of horns, the band line-up of
keyboards, drums, four guitars and female
backing singer worked very well. However the
forty-five minute warm-up spot of band and sundry
vocalists was maybe a bit excessive, although it
did serve to heighten the excitement when
Freddie McGregor and his long flowing locks
eventually arrived on stage. Ever the professional,
he stopped after the first number to correct some
mic problems because ‘we must get it right’.

Gregory Isaacs at the Jazz Café – 13
August 2007
Either side of the Notting Hill Carnival the Jazz
Café was host to two of the best voices in reggae
music. The first of these was the man dubbed the
‘Cool Ruler’ and the ‘Lonely Lover’, Gregory
Isaacs. His superstar status in reggae music
came in the 1970s with a series of love songs
recorded in his distinctive cool, laid-back style,
when he was equally at home when performing
‘reality’ and protest songs.

After that it was almost one and a half hours of
party time as the audience danced away, singing
along whenever the mood took them. Hits such as
Push Comes To Shove, Big Ship, Just Don’t Want
To Be Lonely and his cover of Justin Hinds’ Carry
Go Bring Come were just some of the cream of a
rich crop. The tribute to Dennis Brown, with whom
he recorded and appeared on stage, was another
highlight. The ache in his voice was not the only
aspect to draw a comparison with soul singers.
For a short spell he took requests, which he sang
with the minimum support of his band leader on
guitar, just as Jean Carne and Lenny Williams
have done at the same venue, carried away by the
enthusiasm of their real fans. The encore included
Natural Collie, a song based on Norman Connors’
You Are My Starship. A wonderful evening.

On this, the first of two evenings at the Jazz Café,
support was provided by a very good band with a
trio of horn players, which included the most
sought after tenor saxophonist in reggae, Dean
Fraser. They warmed up with the Theme From
The Godfather before a fit looking Gregory Isaacs
descended the balcony stairs. He wasted no time
whilst on stage with a set which included a
number of his classics such as My Number One,
Night Nurse and Front Door.

Dave Carroll
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then came our tribute to the Shadows, and
Licorice, with "Spring is Nearly Here", which
happens to be Trevor’s favourite tune. Then Pete
did Del Shannon’s "Runaway" mixed in with the
Ventures’ "Walk Don’t Run". So, a pretty solid
start to the proceedings .
H.B. Absolutely, yeah.

Another View From The
Stage
Hardrock Bunter in conversation with John Hills
H.B.. Hi John, here we are again……..
J.H. Hi Brian, sorry to keep you waiting, I've had
trouble with the helicopter, the rotary flange
capacitor was playing up, I had to ditch it over
Hackney Marshes, I will just have to get another
one when Keith’s cheque arrives, that’s life!
(Laughs)
H.B. Nothing worse than a dodgy flange! Well,
we’re getting together, just as with last year’s
event, to look back on what was truly a
momentous night in the history of “Tales From
The Woods”, that is, the “Two I’s 2” show at the
100 Club.
J.H. What a great night! How does Keith do it, me
playing with Big Jim Sullivan, Brian “Licorice”
Locking and Clem Cattini, wow! As Jay Chance
said during his set, it don’t get much better than
that, and it certainly doesn't. For fun,
professionalism and class it was brilliant and
better than last year, which was pretty amazing
really. The audience played their part to make it a
memorable evening, everybody did their bit so lets
go through it stage by stage (no pun intended,
ouch!); last year it was my view but this year you
did a fair chunk so lets make it our view.
H.B. Sure. So, how did you view the early stages,
leading up to Margaret’s appearance?
J.H. Well, the first thing to be said was that we,
the Houseband, had no idea who we would be
backing, so having got these various set lists we
learnt practically every tune on there, a huge task
as it turned out; it was a good job we did, because
we ended up backing Rockin’ Gerry Champion,
Allan Bailey, Margaret Lewis, Wee Willie Harris
and Terry Dene. Our group, The Woodies Special
Edition, aka “The Tales From The Woods”
Houseband, consisting of me, John Hills on lead
guitar and vocal, Pete Baxter on rhythm guitar and
vocal, Trevor Jones on bass guitar and you, Brian
"Bunter" Clark on drums, kicked things off with a
medley of numbers special to us. "Teen Scene" by
the Hunters, which incidentally was the first record
Ken Major ever bought, he showed that he had
taste from an early age! Then we did Joe Brown’s
"A Picture of You", because Joe showed me my
first lead guitar bits back in the late ‘50s, also
Larry Williams’ “Bony Maronie”, which I played
later in Dave Sampson's set. Thanks Joe! As it
happens, Joe also got me my first electric guitar, a
Grimshaw, over at Charlie Watkins’ little shop in
Balham, this was before Charlie became huge in
the music business with his WEM amplification
set-up, then we did a tribute to our friend, the
much missed Rick Hardy, whose idea it was to put
on the first 2 I's show two years back. We did one
of Rick’s numbers "Gladys", rocking it up a bit,
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J.H. This was followed by our ol’ mate Rocking
Gerry, with his three songs, done in his own
inimitable style; for the record these were “Three
Steps To Heaven”, “Chantilly Lace” and “Slippin’n’
Slidin’”, every one a true classic. One thing in
particular about Gerry is that he is always
available, on good nights or bad, to give his all
and this was a typical Gerry performance, having
fun and playing to the audience, well done to him.
H.B. That’s right. And then there’s Alan Bailey….
J.H. Allan Bailey, like
Gerry, is again so reliable
to help where needed, last
year I remember someone
was being awkward and
Allan stepped in and did a
couple of numbers and
settled things down, a
great asset. This year, a
couple of his songs had
been picked by other
artists as it turned out, so
Allan did two other songs,
which were his own
composition “Hooray From
© Paul Harris
The UK”, which is a great
rocker, and his own take on “Rock Island Line”,
which included a follow-up verse about the
Piccadilly Line!
H.B. Sort of Anglicising the lyrics, so to speak.
J.H. London references, yeah. Anyway, these are,
if you like, backstage incidents but it is nice to
relate them, in order to let the audience in to see
how real professionals iron out problems.
H.B. Of course, sure. Now, we come to Margaret
Lewis….
J.H. Yeah, how about Margaret Lewis, eh?
Wasn't she great?! She had no rehearsal with us
at all, absolutely none, but, boy, didn't the
audience love her! We practised her songs like
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mad leading up to the night, listening to her CDs,
and we nailed her three songs on the night like a
good ‘un! Your drumming on "Shake A Leg" was a
joy, Pete and Allan's backing vocals and Trevor’s
bass lines on “Midnight Special” mixed together to
make it one of the highlights of the night.

H.B. Yes, I really like his arrangement of
“Greenback Dollar”, of course, Chas did it
uptempo and I guess many would, but it was a
smart idea of Willie’s to slow it down a bit and give
a Country-like feel to it. It’s exclusive to him, like,
no one else does it that way. You played great
behind him all evening, you certainly earned a few
sweets that night, I’ll tell you!
J.H. (laughs) Oh yeah! By the way, that “sweet”
thing. Many years ago there used to be a variety
act called the Three Monarchs, good harmonica
players but they also did a bit of comedy. There
was this little bloke called Cedric and whenever
he’d do a solo, one of the others would give him a
sweet like you’d offer sugar to a horse, you know,
he’d bite it off the guy’s hand and the other bloke
would then pat Cedric on the head. Used to make
the audiences roll up! Anyway, I digress, once Will
finished, on came the one and only John Pilgrim
with his Vipers…Revitalised?
H.B. Vipers Connection.
J.H. That’s the name, yeah.
Mind you, revitalized would
seem to be the operative
word, as last year he seemed
a little tired onstage, but not
so this time, he was well up
for the gig and having a ball
up there, with things like
“Excuse Me Baby” and
“Streamline Train”, and that
song which I think is called
“Crazy Words, Crazy Tune”,
© Paul Harris
something like that. Some
great skiffle from a true legend and a fine bunch
of players, well done to them. And after that, it
was time for me to go to heaven, while the rest of
the Woodies could have a rest.
H.B. Hmm, that’s the only way you can describe it!
J.H. Just imagine; I am standing there on stage
waiting, and I hear the announcement, on bass
guitar and harmonica, a member of the Shadows
in 1962-63, a Marty Wilde Wildcat who backed
Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent on their UK tour
of 1960, Mr Brian "Licorice" Locking; on drums,
played on many hit singles as a session man and
on one of the top-selling songs of the ‘60s with the
Tornados, talkin’ about “Telstar”! (I also believe he
played on Band Aid’s “Do They Know It’s
Christmas”), Mr Clem Cattini, and, last but
certainly not least, my hero on guitar on so, so
many hit records that I have tried to copy through
the years; like Brian, he played with Marty Wilde’s
Wildcats, and subsequently on hit records by Tom
Jones, Billy Fury, and P.J. ProbyH.B. Yep, on “It’s Not Unusual”, “It’s Only Make
Believe” and “Hold Me”, respectively. For the
readers’ benefit, I recommend they check out The
Man’s website to get the complete picture.
J.H. Oh yes! Here is a man who jammed with
Elvis in his hotel room in Las Vegas, and now he
is here! Mr Big Jim Sullivan!!! (gulp gulp, tremble
tremble) Was I nervous? Yes! Worried? Definitely,
but it seemed so easy really, playing with these
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H.B. It was quite an honour for me to play for
Margaret, I can tell you. I went to Shreveport in
1991 and she was part of a welcoming party for a
group of visiting Elvis fans from all over the UK (I
was in the club at that time), and along with
Tillman Franks who was Johnny Horton’s bass
player and manager, and Jimmy Lee Fautheree,
of Jimmy and Johnny fame, she entertained us
onstage at the original Louisiana Hayride
auditorium. I enjoyed the songs she herself sang
but hadn’t appreciated until much later that I had
seen the Margaret Lewis of “Shake A Leg” and
“Reconsider Me” fame, and who sang on some of
Dale Hawkins’ great Chess recordings. I
remember she was introduced to us as Maggie
Warwick; her husband, Alton, now owns the
Hayride trademark, and it was an absolute
pleasure to meet them both at the show. As you
know, of course, we rehearsed “Shake A Leg” and
“Reconsider Me” faithfully from the original
recording, but Margaret only sketched out a rough
arrangement of “Midnight Special” on the night.
J.H. That’s right, and then you came over to relay
the instructions, as it were.
H.B. Yep, that’s it, and when it was time to do it, it
was go-for-broke time! But it turned out great,
didn’t it? Alan did OK on backing vocals as well,
didn’t he?
© Paul Harris
J.H. He did indeed,
yeah, well done Al!
Anyway,
next
was
another great mate, Wee
Willie, to do a couple of
his favourites, including
“Greenback Dollar”, a
sure crowd pleaser, he
knows his craft, does
Willie,
leaving
'em
wanting more, knowing
he was coming back in
the second half.
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great, great pros that we settled in together more
or less right from the off, and whatever generally
happened, I was just happy to go along with the
flow, it was absolute magic.

J.H. Yeah, sure. Jay then introduced Earl
Sheridan, who gave us a solid performance
which included "My Babe" and had the place
rocking with "Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On".
© Paul Harris

Earl really gave his all up there, and on leaving the
stage he flopped into a nearby chair next to my
wife Pat, and stayed there till he had recovered,
well done to Earl.
H.B. I’d say Dave Sampson scored one of the
main successes of the whole evening….
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H.B. Yeah, I could see there was a real mutual
admiration society forming up there, great.
J.H. I should add we had, from America, Michael
T Clayton on piano, a quiet, unassuming, but
brilliant musician, and take it from me he plays
great Chuck Berry guitar.
H.B. Of course, yeah! Remember that time at the
Caxton where he was playing “Johnny B. Goode” I
think it was, and he duckwalked around the stage!
J.H. Oh Christ, yeah! Wasn’t he great?
H.B. Absolutely! Think Mike’s originally from
Texas, yep, real nice fella. I played drums behind
him at the Caxton, and he was playing Jerry Lee’s
arrangement of Roy Orbison’s “Down The Line”.
And he rocked it as good as any! Talented guy.
J.H. Yes. So then, we kicked off backing Jay
Chance, who it has to be said did a grand job as
MC and stage manager. I mentioned Jay briefly
earlier, he clearly exudes his love for the music
and his set was very well received. It was after
"Everybody’s Trying To Be My Baby” he said "It
don’t get much better than this", great stuff.
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J.H. Oh sure, without a doubt. Dave, who was
clearly delighted to be among us, started out with
a couple of rockers and then slowed it down for
"Sea Of Love", first recorded by Phil Phillips. For
me personally it was one of the highlights of the
night, firstly because I had worked out the
arrangement: the second thing that stands out in
my mind was seeing Licorice’s face as he played
from my arrangement, not forgetting Big Jim's
spectacular guitar work in the middle eight. I have
a DVD of this section of the show and as Jim
plays his slides you can see Licorice’s face clearly
go “phwoah!” and then in comes Clem with some
wonderfully inspired drum and cymbal work, Jim
just took us up to another level, it really was goose
bumps time. Thanks and full marks to Dave
Sampson for risking a slow number on this type of
show, truly magical. He then chose “Johnny B.
Goode”, but to my horror Jim told me to play the
introduction! Everybody but everybody knows it,
we've all played it a hundred times in our front
rooms, sometimes along with Chuck, sometimes
not.
H.B. You could smell the tension in the air! (both
laugh)
J.H. Imagine waiting for big Jim to play it and he
points and says you do it, not only that but at the
100 Club, a packed 100 Club all waiting to hear it,
me protesting to Jim; Me? Yes, you! On the DVD
you can just make out my false start where my
fingers turn to glue, then I got it right and away we
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H.B. Yes, Jay was certainly the right man for the
job. He’s a great Carl Perkins fan, as you can see
from his CDs.
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go; he then made me do the solo with the same
pointing gesture, which I did, and do you know
what? I enjoyed every minute of it, and when it
was done, I even got a kiss on the top of my head
from Big Jim when I whispered an (unprintable)
aside to him at the end of the solo! Meanwhile
Dave was rocking away, completely unaware of
what was going on, and finished his medley with
“Bye Bye Johnny” (which for me it nearly was!) a
great set.
H.B. Yes, definitely. I felt a bit embarrassed
because before the actual show I walked up to
Dave and asked if he was Alton, Margaret’s
husband, in view of the fact he had a James
Burton T-shirt on!
J.H. What a plonker, Rodney! (laughs)
H.B. Was I embarrassed! Sorry Dave! But yes, he
was in truly inspired form that night, and I have to
say that I’d never seen him work before. He was
of course a contemporary of Tommy Bruce,
Danny (Rivers) of course, and many of those guys
from the very early ‘60s. He was touted as Cliff
Richard’s protégé and recorded some great stuff
for Columbia including “If You Need Me” and he
had a minor hit with “Sweet Dreams”. Let’s hope
he returns for the 2009 event, I’m sure he will, due
to sheer public demand.
J.H. Oh sure, it’ll be great to have him back.
Anyway, let’s move on, young Bunter. I think next
up was our Danny, Danny Rivers, always a great
star, no airs and graces, just goes straight in and
turns on the power.
H.B. Oh yes, one of the great gents in the
business.
J.H. I loved "Little Sister and "Move It" with
Licorice, Clem and Jim doing their rockin’ best
and Mike tinkling the ivories. Danny loves his
music and we nearly did his hit, "Cant You Hear
My Heart" which was of course produced by the
great Joe Meek, but wisely didn't as it needed a bit
more work to do it, and Danny, justice, also lack of
time meant he could not do Marty Wilde’s
"Danny" which featured Big Jim’s brilliant guitar
work and would have been a show stopper like
"Sea Of Love". A quality set from Danny.
H.B. Oh yeah, great version of “Move It”, straight
out of the top drawer.

such an award winning success, well done Alan!
H.B. Hear, hear to that, he’s turned the site into a
work of art!
J.H. So, next, Ray Duval and his Original
Checkmates had us all singing along with their
former boss’s hits, “Slow Boat To China”, “That
Lucky Old Sun”, “I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her
Now” and, of course, "What Do You Want To
Make Those Eyes At Me For"; in addition we were
treated to Ray’s brilliant drumming on "Let There
Be Drums", well done to Ray and the guys.
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H.B. I did notice that “Counting Teardrops” wasn’t
included, though. I mean, that was a Top 5 hit for
Emile Ford in ’60. Good song too. But, there you
go.
J.H. Yeah, time was tight, so,
there you are. Ray Dexter
served up his own individual
style of music, and whilst I
didn't catch some of it, due to
organising matters, Ray had
told me earlier that there is a
great deal of interest for him in
the USA and let’s hope it
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takes off for him. Good luck
Ray.
H.B. Hear, hear. Ray was something of an
unknown quantity for me other than the fact he cut
some stuff for Joe Meek in about ’62, ’63, it seems
he’s kept playing all these years, he didn’t seem to
go over as well as some of the other acts due to
his wanting to perform songs from his new CD,
plus - fair enough - one or two of the older things.
But, as John Howard of UK Rock rightly pointed
out, he wanted to show where Ray Dexter is
musically at today, to show his style is a mixture
of the old and the new. The problem was, I think,
that most of the crowd favour a solely ‘50s
approach to the music. Still, again, good luck to
Ray, let’s hope the Americans dig him!
J.H. That’s right. So then it was time to welcome
back to the stage the Woodies Special Edition, to
back the legendary Wee Willie Harris. Willie never
ceases to amaze me; the Woodies and I have
backed Willie on several occasions, starting with
the brilliant “50th anniversary of Skiffle” bash, with
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J.H. Following Danny’s birthday greeting from the
lovely “Marilyn”, a short break was then called by
our Keith in order to make a presentation to Alan
Lloyd for all his hard work and effort which has
made the “Tales From The Woods” magazine
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little rehearsal, just a quick run through; however,
tonight, it was less, just go for it. Will says, “Just
give me a C chord”, and away he went, amazing
really, of such quality legends are made; to see
Willie work the audience and apparently with no
effort shows the class of the man, well done
Willie.
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With, again, the Woodies providing the backing,
he ripped through "Mystery Train", then his own
composition, a great blues, "So Long", then
followed some more great rockers and boy can
this man rock, and with his Lucia cheering him on
he did a blistering rendition of "Pretty Little Pearly",
which was singled out by John Howard as the
set’s best moment, praise indeed! He followed
this up with "Why Don’t You Come In And Be
Loved", a great finish to a remarkable evening.
Well done to Terry. He was still bouncing about
for ages afterwards, thoroughly enjoying himself
and still found time to thank us for backing him.
What a legend!
H.B. Definitely. I’ve enjoyed Terry’s music ever
since Decca issued an album “I Thought T.D. Was
Dead”, in 1974, where I heard for the first time,
“White Sports Coat”, “Stairway Of Love”, “Pretty
Little Pearly”, “Come On and Get It Baby” and
more. I particularly zeroed in on “Market Place”
and “Baby She’s Gone” because, in the case of
the latter, I was just getting used to Jack Scott’s
majestic original version via his Ponie album, and
I was astounded that Terry had covered the song
in ’57! And it’s a fair version! The Woodies love
“Start Movin’” and indeed know the song well, so
I’m hoping we and Terry could do it one day,
likewise “Come and Get It”, “Baby She’s Gone”
and “Market Place”. You’ll recall that when Terry
cut the original “Pearly” back in ’58, the band
arrangement was kind of Latin-ish, but for the last
20-25 years or so, Terry’s always played it straight
4/4, Chuck Berry-style. And it sounds superb like
that, with the new Dene-Aces, and judging by
people’s comments on the night, it sounded OK
when we did it. As you say, Lucia enjoyed it as
much as Terry, and they were very complimentary
about us, which was nice. Many of the songs
performed were like old friends to us, “C’Min and
Be Loved”, in particular. Of course, we were ready
to do “White Sports Coat”, but it was quarter-past
eleven, the houselights had gone up, and the
band did a gentle instrumental take on “W.S.C.”
while Keith wound up Two I’s 2, bidding us
goodnight, see you next year, same time, same
channel. Let’s hope so.
J.H. Amen to that, Brother Bunter! So, readers,
there you have it, a night where dreams really did
come true, certainly for the Woodies band. One
lasting memory will be the smiling faces
everywhere, the audience was terrific and really
played their part, plus all the kind and encouraging
comments. Good to see ace drummer Howard
Tibble, so memorable onstage with my mate
Eddie Jones at last year’s event, in the crowd,
having a real good time. Our thanks go to the 100
Club and all behind the scenes, and a special nod
to Keith who was determined to show the world
that “Tales From The Woods” can put on a show
that can compare with the best. And we did. Rock
On!
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Brian ‘Licorice’ Locking
Clem Cattini
H.B. Yes, I had no idea what was coming up from
one tune to the next. But, as Chris Kenner would
say, I like it like that, it keeps me on my toes. Of
course I messed up the opening to “Jailhouse
Rock”, but other than that it was fine. Personally I
love Will doing blues stuff, he really excels on this
and here, I’m willing to bet, is where he feels most
comfortable musically, his favourite kind of music;
and apart from playing behind Margaret, and for
Terry, of which more later, Willie’s version of
“Trouble In Mind”, elevated by the tip-top
harmonica solo from Licorice, was my personal
Two I’s 2 highlight. I was quite amazed and
impressed by Brian’s playing; he has an
impassioned, soulful style that reminds me of Cyril
Davies. Wonder if he knows “Country Line
Special”? And I’m assuming the bass is his main
instrument, wow! And, as you say yourself, a real
gentleman, full of grace and eager to help and
assist. Look at the amount of times he was on and
off stage! We didn’t get to talk much throughout
the evening, but it was a pleasure to be
introduced, and to play for him. Hopefully here’s to
the next time!
J.H. Well said Bun! Next on was the "Comeback
King", and someone I can only admire for his
resilience and "lets do it” determination", the
legendary Terry Dene.
© Paul Harris

(With immense gratitude to Paul Harris for the
photographs of this extremely enjoyable evening)
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An Interview with
Terry Wayne

put a vibrato tailpiece plus pickups and other
effects on board instead of having foot switches.
It was something people hand never seen or
heard before at that time. Those were the good
old days. I had a National Dobro as well which
was gold plated hence I was billed as "The Boy
with the Golden Guitar".
So all this was in the fifties, rather early for all this
I think, together with playing Carl Perkins songs,
finger style guitar playing and early country/rock
guitar picking.

Terry, you were born David Skinner in 1941 in
Plumstead.
Actually I was born in Woolwich SE London and
then moved to a house in Plumstead during the
War.
Your father used the stage name, Hank Foster
and he was in Vaudeville. Did he choose his name
from Hank Williams?
Well my father’s name was Harold and everybody
called him Harry. So when we got together as a
county/cowboy act we were called Harry and
David Foster the Cowboy Syncopaters. When I
became Terry Wayne my father travelled with me
and the guys who were backing me worked with
my father on the same show, hence Hank Foster
and his Hillbillies.

After playing concerts with your father, you played
solo dates working for agent Syd Royce. Can you
tell me more about this relationship and how long
did it last.
My father and I were auditioning in '55 I think
when an agent saw us and introduced us to Syd
Royce. He just wanted take hold of me and not
my Dad so the double act was blown away. He
groomed me for the life as Terry Wayne and even
had a part in giving me the name. He got me on to
the 6.5 Special and then a recording contract with
A&R man Norman Newell.

He taught you how to play guitar. Did he perform
country songs in his act?
Yes, my father first put me on to playing the guitar
although he was really a banjo/ukulele player and
later played on a four stringed guitar.

Did he arrange your television debut on '6-5
Special'? How did he manage this?
Syd had connections in the business and booked
me on a lot of Variety Bills so I was already touring
England as a young performer. Syd had Tommy
Steele in the beginning so when he saw me he
just wanted to put my name up in lights.
My father travelled round with me as a personal
manager and it came to a stage when he wanted
to break the five year contract with Syd. So what
happened was that I didn't get any work while the
legal action was going on, so it really left me
stranded at the height of my career. I finally left
my father and went on my own but it was tough
getting back.

I believe you began playing concerts with him in
Plumstead. Can you give me details of these?
When was this and what songs did you sing. Did
you play guitar?
Yes we played a double act when I got round to
playing the guitar. We played mostly cowboy
songs. I was still at school at the time. We played
all the local Working Man’s Clubs in and around
London. A pretty tough time I might add. We didn't
have a car so it was Public Transport all round.
We had then a very large collection of music,
mostly cowboy/western like Roy Rogers, Gene
Autry, Tex Ritter, Jimmie Rodgers, Merle Travis,
Jimmy Wakely, Johnny Bond, Hank Williams,
Hank Snow and many more.
I was amazed by the sound of the way the likes of
Josh White, Big Bill Broonzy and Merle Travis
played finger style guitar so I got round to working
it out and doing it myself which came in handy
what with the onslaught of rockabilly and rock
music in England.

Can you tell me about the appearance and what it
was actually like on the show?
The 6.5 Special was a very live performance. The
artists, who were many, just went on and did their
thing. I learnt a lot from that time.
Did you receive much fan mail following your
appearance?
I got a lot of fan mail at that time and had a fan
club which my mother and sister took care of.

Your early publicity pictures show you playing a
Berkeley guitar. Is this the one you used on
stage? Can you give me more details of this guitar
and any others that you owned?
Yes I had a Berkeley guitar and I was so very
proud of it. My First guitar I got from a neighbour,
a Mr Stoker. It was a Spanish guitar and I
collected many famous autographs on it. Amongst
others Gene, Roy, Tex, who of course I met in
London.
Later on the Berkeley was worked on. My father
cut a Florentine cutaway in it, changed the
headstock and the neck and lacquered it blue and

On your first record, 'Matchbox', the Geoff Love
orchestra backed you. Was Bert Weedon playing
guitar? On how many of your records did he
appear? Did you get to know him, having a similar
interest in the guitar? Why were you not allowed
to play? Did you play on any of your records for
Columbia?
Yes Bert was on a couple of records together with
a lot of jazz session musicians.
Actually Tony Osborne was the arranger and not
Geoff Love as on the record. I did play rhythm
guitar on the records as a matter of fact.
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Can you tell me about the Columbia deal? Was it
for a specific period?
The Columbia contract was for six records over a
period of years.

How did you choose your stage name? Was it
after John Wayne?
My stage name Terry Wayne was chosen by my
agents and had nothing to do with John Wayne.

Your first record covered two Carl Perkins songs.
Did you realize they were an identical coupling to
his record release?
Yes I found most of the songs and presented
them to Norman Newell and was of course
disappointed with the line - up and sound but I
couldn't do anything about it.

In 1958, you and Chas McDevitt replaced Jerry
Lee Lewis on a UK tour with the Treniers. Chas
had already worked with American artists but what
did you think of the Treniers. Were you
impressed?
Yes, I was absolutely knocked out by the Treniers
and I really got along well with them.

Were you familiar with Carl Perkins before this
recording? You also recorded Carl's 'Boppin' The
Blues' and 'All Mama's Children'. Were you a fan
of Carl's? You also dressed in a similar style.
Yes I was a big fan of Carl Perkins and got the
songs from Tin Pan Alley (Denmark St) together
with lots of others the publishers hadn't even
heard of. Then they opened their eyes to the
hidden gold mines they all had, hence lots of
similar releases by other artists. I missed out on
one big one "Endless Sleep". It was a cutthroat
business from then on.

How did you get on with Chas? Did you keep in
touch after the tour? What else can you tell me
about the tour? Was it a highlight in your career?
The Jerry Lee tour was fantastic and I got along
well with Chas. We didn't see much of each other
after the tour. There was an increase in the record
sales but right now it's difficult to remember the
songs I sung but I did play guitar. The backing
group was from the groups - I can't say who.
How many times did you play 'Saturday Club'9
When were your appearances and who backed
you. Did you have a regular backing group? Did
you perform on any other radio shows?
I can't remember how many times I played on
"Saturday Club"… 5 or 6 I think. I had a backing
group with who went out on the road with me. I
was on quite a few radio and TV shows.

Who else influenced you?
My influences then were many mostly at that time
c/w with blues, jazz and pop. I liked Sonny James,
Tennessee Ernie Ford, Merle Travis, Chet Atkins,
Les Paul, Don Gibson, Carl Perkins and many,
many more.

On your records, you were backed by the likes of
Geoff Love and Tony Osborne. Although these
bands contain highly professional musicians, they
were hardly the ones you would pick for a
rockabilly recording. How did you feel about this?
Could you have used more sympathetic musicians
or were you not allowed. Vince Eager was forced
to use such musicians on his recordings too!
As I said before at the time of the recording
contract one had to comply with the A&R man.
You just went in the studio live with not more than
4 takes 'cause after that the musicians and studio
cost money. Everything was written down. I tried
to get other musicians on the sessions and by that
time the company started to lose interest what
with the legal dispute an all so it was tough
because I wasn't getting enough exposure due to
the court case.

Who was your favourite country artist? You
recorded songs by both Webb Pierce (Teenage
Boogic) and Don Gibson (Oh Lonesome Me).
Yes rockabilly/hillbilly music was a big influence
on me. Not only the singers but the guitarist for
example Jimmy Bryant.
Can you tell me about the making of the 6-5
Special album for Parlophone? According to the
sleeve notes, you were part of Don Lang's
backing vocal group as well as performing your
two solo numbers.
The making of the "6-5 Special" LP was so live
and like a real happening. It was a new concept to
capture the ad lib feeling of the show on record.
Yes everybody helped each other out and the fans
just kept on cheering.
Yes it was just great!

Did you know Vince well? I believe your father
moved to Lincolnshire near to where Vince was
born. Is that true? Were you friendly with any
other British Rock’n’Roll artists? How many did
you tour with?
No I didn't have any close contact with Vince. Yes
my parents moved to Grantham in the sixties. I
toured and played with many artists and right now
it's difficult to start naming them really there were
so many both in England and Sweden.

Were you familiar with any other rockabilly artists
other than Carl Perkins? 'She's Mine' was
originally a Johnny Strickland release. Were you
familiar with his work or was the song just pitched
to you by the music publisher.
"She's Mine" came from delving into the music
publishers shelves. Some of the songs came from
A&R man Norman Newell and others we found
ourselves.
"Slim Jim Tie" came about after a meeting with Alf
Saunders who had the ingredients and I added
the icing.

Were you aware that there was an American artist
with the same name as yours? As a coincidence,
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he recorded for the American Columbia label and
on 'Go Steady With Me', he sounds remarkably
like you.
No, I didn't know there was a state side TW.

shows it's Ray Price, Merle Haggard, Johnny
Horton songs etc
Do you ever come across to England? Have you
ever visited the USA?
I usually visit the UK at least once a year. No I
haven't been to the States.

Your UK recording career came to an end in 1959
and you moved to Sweden. Was there any
particular reason for this?
As I said before it was hard times at the end of the
fifties career wise. I took work at US bases and
almost anything I could get. When I finally broke
up with my dad I managed to scrape through and
toured Sweden in 1963 substituting for Cliff
Richard and events would dictate I would make
my home there. There were a lot of artists coming
to Sweden and I was on the same bill with the
most of them. Which was just great.

Have you ever met Carl Perkins? Do you know if
he knew about you?
Unfortunately I didn't get to meet CP but my Dad
did and they talked about me.
Are you aware that your records are highly
collectable in the UK? 'The Terrific Terry Wayne'
EP goes for amounts in excess of £100 these
days.
Yes I've heard about my records being collectable
which makes it feel it was all worthwhile.

You cut an EP for the Swedish 'Nashville' label in
1964. I take it you were still performing at this
point. Did you have a successful career in
Sweden?
The EP was cut in London and Stockholm. Yes I
was still performing at that time. I was active as a
performer and musician until 1990 and I still do
the odd gig and gala.

How strong is the country and rockabilly scene in
Scandinavia? Are you familiar with Hank Edwards
and the Hal Peters Trio?
Country is not very commercial here at the
moment it booms up now and again rather like the
UK I've heard. No I haven't heard of Hank
Edwards or Hal Peters trio.

On the cover of this EP you are playing a very
nice semi-acoustic guitar. What make and model
is this. Do you still have it?
The guitar on the cover of the EP is a beautiful
prototype Guild Starfire which I bought in
London… I think I traded it in for a Gibson.

What plans do you have for the future?
Keep on doing my thing as long as possible. After
my cancer op I've learnt to make use of every day
as best I can.
© Paul Harris

Your style had changed somewhat on these
recordings and there is a distinct Del Shannon feel
to the song 'I Love You'. Had you become a fan of
Del's?
"I love you" was not meant to be a Del
Shannonish song but when you mention it I see
what you mean. I toured with Del here in Sweden
and we really got on well together.
Since this article was first conceived, Tales From
The Woods, along with its loyal readers and Terry
Wayne fans throughout the length and breadth of
the UK, have helped to put Terry's name back in
the spotlight in his native country by his successful
appearance at this magazine’s Tribute to the 2is'
no 1at the 100 Club in January 2007. Terry
returned to perform for TFTW at the same venue
only this time with his own gig and backed up in a
superb manner by the highly popular and
accomplished Rhythm Aces back in midsummer,
returning a third time to a UK stage come late
2007 (where he had been absent for the past
forty) to appear once again alongside the Rhythm
Aces at the prestigious Wildest Cats In Town
Weekender near Lowestoft, Suffolk. Crowning a
fantastic year was Terry's induction in to the
Rockabilly Hall Of Fame, the only British act to
ever be included. Tales From The Woods, does,
can, and will make it happen.

What was the music scene like in Sweden at that
time? Did you perform regularly or did you support
yourself by other means.
I gave up playing professionally in 1988 but still
play whenever the occasion arises.
Did you make any other recordings after these?
Yes I have a couple of backroom recordings that
seem to have vanished.
In the 70's, Terry Dene moved to Sweden. Did
you ever meet up with him then? Did you know
him when you were performing in Britain?
No, I didn't know TD had moved to Sweden and
I've never met him.
Do you still perform in Sweden and, if so, what
types of material do you perform?
When I perform now it's playing old rock songs
like "Matchbox", "Queen of the Hop", "guitar
Boogie", "Boppin' the Blues" etc ...... At Country

Keith Woods
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TERRY DENE

The media that loved to write about him now had
its teeth in him which turned the public against
Terry; rather unfairly as there were other stars
who were excused from the army for less genuine
reasons than Terry's. Indeed, showbiz careers
today seem to thrive on scandal and controversy.
His star status began to decline and his marriage
broke up in 1961.

The music business today is one of the world's
largest and most lucrative industries, a vast
percentage of it aimed at the young. In the mid1950s, Rock'n'Roll was born and the music scene
became more than just big bands and crooners
broadcast to parents over the wireless. Now the
kids had a music of their own and the "teenager”
was here to stay.

Terry then signed with Larry Parnes, who had
made stars of people like Billy Fury and others.
Terry was back on the road again touring with
other stars from the Larry Parnes stable, but he
felt that he was no longer at the sharp end and
decided to quit show business.

These were the days before the discos were
invented and youngsters were not allowed into
pubs so the coffee bar became the place to be,
the most famous of all being the 2 is in London’s
West End. It has gone down in history as the
birthplace of British Rock’n’Roll and was the
starting block for the likes of Cliff Richard, The
Shadows, Tommy Steele and many more, but one
of the first to be discovered there was .... Terry
Dene.

“Spreading the Word”
In 1964 back in the West End, he met a group of
Christians; inspired by their enthusiasm, Terry
soon became a Christian himself and spent the
next five years singing and playing guitar in gospel
shows while travelling and spreading the Word. In
1969 he married a Swedish girl and moved to
Sweden where they lived for four years and had a
daughter. Terry continued his work as a travelling
evangelist. The marriage didn’t work out and Terry
moved back to England.

"6-5 Special"
Producer Jack Good spotted Terry and signed
him for the '6-5 Special' T.V. Show. After his first
appearance the BBC had hundreds of enquiries
about him and he was introduced to Decca
Records where he recorded his first hit "A White
Sport Coat And A Pink Carnation". All in all, Terry
made twenty-nine singles for Decca between
1957 and 1963, including the hits ”Start Movin"
and "Stairway Of Love". In 1958 Terry made a film
called 'The Golden Disc' in which he starred as a
young singer discovered in a coffee bar!

“Terry Dene? I thought he was dead!"
Terry spent most of the seventies living a normal
life but kept in touch with the many friends he had
made in show business. A book on his life story
was published with the amazing (yet rather tongue
in cheek) title, 'Terry Dene? I thought he was
dead!' In the 1980s Terry was enticed back into
the business by his old friends and formed a trio
with a drummer and ex-Johnny Kidd And The
Pirates bass player, Brian Gregg. They were
constantly touring and must have played all the
Rock’n’Roll clubs on the circuit. This recreated
great interest in Terry and he was increasingly
being asked to appear at some of the larger ‘50s
and ‘60s events in the U.K. and Europe. The trio
had done about all that it wanted to do so Terry
accepted some of these offers.

"I'm A DENE-Ager”
There was the Terry Dene Fan Club and
thousands of teenagers wore badges with the
message 'I’m a DENE-ager'. His rebellious antics
made headline news. In fact, the press could not
stop writing about him; what parties he attended;
what he liked for breakfast; the media covered his
marriage to singer Edna Savage and they wrote
headlines like "Terry Out-Steeles Tommy".

“... back to the Studios”
He went back into the studio to record albums for
release in Europe and continued to appear live
and as a guest on various T.V. and radio shows. It
was at one of his live performances in 1990 when
he met The Runaways who were also appearing;
they specialised in the look and sound of The
Shadows They combined their talents working on
an act that would mix classic Rock’n’Roll with
more contemporary sounds, delivered with tight
presentation which would stand them in good
stead for both live performances and recording for
much of the final decade of the last century.

Terry was asked to go back to the 2is to check out
an up and coming singer; after seeing his
performance Terry said, “I like him, I think hell go
far”. The singer was Cliff Richard.
“The Call-Up”
During this time the army was calling all young
men for national service. When Terry got his call
up the press went mad, reporting on the teenage
idol joining up and they ran stories alongside
those of Elvis Presley joining the U.S. Army. But
everything had happened so fast for Terry over
the last year or so and the pressure had built up
so much that he suffered a nervous breakdown
and was immediately excluded from the army.
The press went mad again asking why this young
star could be excused when thousands of other
young men had to do their bit.

“Test-Pilot of Rock'n'Roll”
Now in his sixties, Terry still looks good and is still
in fine voice; he has matured from the young rebel
into a seasoned performer as indeed his fans
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from the early days will have grown with him. He
doesn’t pretend to still be a teen idol but can boast
to being the first, the test pilot of British
Rock’n’Roll. His early press coverage was the
guide book for all the stars that followed.

*

*

*

*

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
Breathless Dan O’Coffey
The Rock-A-Round
Mullyard, Belcoo
County Fermanagh
Ireland BT93 5DG

*

Since this article first appeared in print, which we
were given kind permission to reproduce, rather a
lot has happened in the career of Britain’s first
true Rock’n’Roll singer, Tales From The Woods in
its humble and deprecating way has to be given a
little of the credit. Back in October 7th 2007 we
presented a 50 years in the business celebration
gig at the 100 Club, and just last January Terry
was back at the 100, to headline the 2is no2
show, and to say that Terry triumphed on the 29th
February at the Borough Green Rock’n’Roll venue
in Kent near Sevenoaks Kent would be an
understatement. Backed by the wonderful Dave
Briggs Ravens they were the icing on the cake,
Terry is now, as you will see advertised elsewhere
in the mag, ready to Rock’n’Roll and looking for
gigs with a superb pool of musicians we can call
upon including Dave Briggs Ravens, Big Jim
Sullivan, Eddie Jones, Howard Tibble, Clem
Cattini, Brian 'Licorice Locking, Tex Makin to
name but a few. Come on all you promoters,
theatre managers, all the details on how to
contact me are on the back page, get ringing the
phone, he who hesitates…!

Sat here playing the third of the three box sets by
Big Bill Broonzy – it’s four CDs in each, 12 in total
and it’s a lot of similar sounding piano blues with
stompin’ and guitar bass and drums in the main
but it’s better than being out there boys, as most
of the living “live” are not so much a much; even
Americans like Dr John (who I got the above great
line of words from) has been hobbling about on a
walking stick since the early ‘90s. However I have
a nice 1995 DVD by him - after he made it he got
very slowly worse, more than Jerry Lee at age 70
was. He done ok at the keyboard but Dr John
would have been in my class/form at school
(1940/41).
I'm told by expert Screaming Dee Snoble who’s
63 that I'm very like Dr John in the expressions –
the way we talk - I liked that. I guess it’s the same
age, same dock (New Orleans/Newport)
background, ‘50s era delinquency in the music,
how and when us guys both grew up at the same
year/ages. Also he’s Italian/American catholic maybe that too as I got taught to think as he would
have don too. Yet he is posh, had a good, rich
boy, teenage life for all of his shady, mister hoody,
street “Nu Awleens” speech.

Keith Woods
'Tales From The Web'

It’s because he was well fed that he has the lard
on now. He had that lard on whence first I seen
him in 1968. I discovered his REX 45 “Storm
Warning” in 1966 and brought about 25 copies of
it back and played it at London hops etc, plus it’s
on many of my auction lists – I sold records since
1962 – but I did not know it was Dr John. That
REX 45 was by Mac Rebinack; he’d backed Gene
Vincent on guitar in Dallas in 1959.
I have a live George ThoroBaad 1999 show on
video too, even that mad mod Rock'n'Roll
Houndawg Taylor lookalike looks feckin’ auld
(hide the mirrors). I think it’s ‘bout over, it’s got to
end soon - some folk may live on awhile yet but
I'm 66 now.

As I type this, award winning Alan Lloyd is
updating and improving the 'Tales From The
Woods' website. If you wanna take a look, the
web address is;

I’d like to write as pen pals to any or all of the
following, John Howard, Alan Lloyd, Brian Jessup,
Neil Foster or any other bodies you think would
enjoy me (ha ha) or who you’d like to turn me
loose on. As Lee Johnson has said about our
almost “Suez” in 1974 America, if I’d come to his
place in big bad Buffalo he’d have turned his pig
loose on me and she’d soon have devoured me
etc etc. Lee used to say after my Humpty Dumpty

www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.
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fall, hurry up and get well you wild Irishter bastard
so that we can get back to fighting each other
again.

Feck these crappy brutish groups; they even stole
the idea for their name off my lips or Lynden did
this time. I was thinking about how great a name
that the Rhythm Rockers was, dreaming about
how great that name was, how only some super
talented fifties American artist like Jerry Lee Lewis
or Chuck Berry ought to be able to carry off and
live up to a name so fine.

I love him saying that - I wish there were his kind
on the scene in Europe. Man, he thinks like me
too, much more than Dr John does I reckon.
Suited Americans! I’d not needed to have been a
teddy boy there; I found out they did not know it or
fear me in it as (they did not know what the suit
stood for) like they should have. They thought I
was from Boston or Italian in the south or a damn
sissy musician (they can’t/won’t scrap much).

Also I always would have added/told Lyndon and
all others but of course as Chuck Wills sings “It’s
too late” now and for all time. These bastards
were not listening to me; they thought that the late
‘60s was the fifties and that they had talent and
were American too (ha ha ha). I thought those
creeps were fans but no, they were “me too” boys.
I should never allowed them into my pad/life even
Fay would say I don’t know why you waste your
time with all these nothing heads her words I’d
laugh she’d say no they are just picking your
brains and you can’t see it I did not think I had any
brains ha ha ha brains were for sissies squares
and teacher’s pets in our docks school of hard,
hard knocks.

I've also no longer got Mickey Gilley’s address
and I’d sure like to write/send him CD-Rs or
DVDs, some actual real copy CDs as presents Jerry Lee, Chuck, Jack Earls etc. I got a get well
card recently from Jack Earls, a colour family
photo
5x10
size.
Also
from
Hayden
Thompson/Dusty Owen. I’d also love to send Bo
Diddley a card and write to him too – doubt if you
got those addresses.
I was just wanting to contact any (like new) pen
pals who’d lived in the fifties, teddy boy,
Rock'n'Roll era; we could meet and visit and play
records of it all still.

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey


(So guys, Dan’l has his address at the top of the
article so feel free to write to him – H)







THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

I had a great friend (dead now aged 50-ish) called
Grenville Kent. He was a better teddy boy dresser
than me, better suit and two to three years older.
His older brother Johnny Kent was one of three
kings of three Newport area teddy boys. He is 72
now and still alive there. He had other brothers
too, all hard cases - Royston and Graham Kent,
both dead. Graham hung himself in July 1999
aged 43, the young ‘un and best of all he was.
Back to Gren; well, he and I worked together in
1961/62. He was married like I was and he too
hated work and lost days. He’d show me his half
empty or two thirds less pay packet and grin and
tell me how he’d have to sell his arse down the
docks again as his wife, a teddy girl, Josie, ain’t
going to be able to manage on that. He knew I’d
blush. I was extremely shy as I was a catholic, not
raised as a tot in the place he grew up in. He
looked like Gene Vincent did, uneven teeth and
all. I feckin’ loved that Grenville Kent (no, not in
that way) I mean I’d have killed anybody who ever
hurt my lovely friend Gren. We were solid pals
man. I held him in regard. He’d shaved his long,
long beard off specially. I asked him back to the
house, reminded our Mike who snapped that he
did not know him. Gren was more a friend than
ever my brother was - all he does is copy or steal
my ideas and use me to sell records to folk I told
him about, even down to making him lists of those
rare Canadian issues. He then pays me with lies.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Dale Hawkins
A Brief Biography
Dale Hawkins burst onto the record scene from
Shreveport, Louisiana with his self penned hit
"Susie Q" in 1957. His work in front of the
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microphone and behind the controls at the control
desk is well known in the recording industry.

Creedence Clearwater Revival, Gene Vincent,
Jose Feliciano, Lonnie Mack and Dale's cousin
Ronnie Hawkins.

Delmar Alien Hawkins was born on 22 August
1936 in Goldmine, Louisiana, 30 miles from
Ferriday, birthplace of Jerry Lee Lewis. His mother
Estelle was a school teacher and his father
Delmar (Skipper) Hawkins was a multiinstrumentalist, who died in an accidental fire
when Dale was very young. Dale lived with a
succession of share-cropping relatives around
Mangham, just south of Shreveport and attended
high school in Bossier City.

Other records that charted for Dale between 1957
and 1959 were "La-Do-Dada", "A House, A Car
and A Wedding Ring" and "Yea-Yea (Class
Cutter)".
The 1960s saw him embracing the "Twist" craze
when a live album resulted from his three-month
engagement at the Miami Peppermint Lounge.
As well as making TV appearances on Dick
Clark's "American Bandstand", Dale hosted his
own TV programme "The Dale Hawkins Show,
which ran for 18 months and included guests such
as Connie Francis and the Drifters. He also
appeared on the Buddy Dean Show', "Louisiana
Jukebox" and "Good Morning Arkansas"

He was heavily influenced by the music he
absorbed from the local black churches and from
the country blues he shared with fellow black field
hands in the cotton fields, where he toiled after
school. During work breaks he would pick guitar
and sing with his fellow workers.
From here he enlisted in the navy, even though he
was under age - suitably amended paperwork,
such as his birth certificate, made this possible.

Production has played a big part in Dale's career.
As well as being produced by Jerry Leiber & Mike
Stoller (responsible for many of the hits by the
Coasters and Elvis Presley), Dale suggested a
new more hard driving arrangement to Buddy
Holly for the Crickets' “Maybe Baby", which went
on to become a hit record for them.

After eighteen months he returned to Shreveport
to pursue a career in music. He joined Stan Lewis'
Record Store as a counter clerk and became an
expert on the R&B hits of the day.

Among Dale's many production credits are Bruce
Channel’s "Keep On" (UK #12), Five Americans'
"Western Union" (USA #5), plus Jon & Robin &
The In Crowd "Do It Again A Little Bit Slower'
(USA #18). As RCA's West Coast Rock Division's
A&R Director he was involved in Michael
Nesmith's "Joanne" (USA #21) and Nilsson’s
"Everybody's Talkin' (USA #6). He also produced,
amongst others, John Fred, Peppermint Harris,
and Mouse & the Traps

At night he sang the blues in the Bossier City
clubs, located along the three mile stretch known
as the "Strip". These bars and honky-tonks bore
such intriguing names as the Hi-to, the Sho-Bar,
The Boom Boom Room, the Nite Owl, the Skyway
and the It'll Do Club.
Dale's early bands included young musicians who
had worked on the local Shreveport radio show
the 'Louisiana Hayride". This was the show where
Hank Williams, Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash,
George Jones and Jim Reeves began their earlier
careers.

He was Executive Vice President of Abnak
Records and Vice President of Bell Records
South West Division. Dale has received citations
and awards from the Louisiana Hall of Fame, the
Rockabilly Hall of Fame and BMI.

While working in the record store Dale came to
the attention of Chicago's blues label owner
Leonard Chess, who signed him to his Checker
record label. Dale was one of the few white artists
to be signed to the label that produced primarily
black R&B records. He was also the first white
singer to perform at Harlem's Apollo Theatre in
New York.

His 1969 album "LA, Memphis & Tyler, Texas"
has recently been re-released on CD by Rev-ola
and received excellent reviews in ‘Mojo' and
'Uncut'.
In 1975 he moved to North Little Rock, Arkansas,
where he still resides today and runs his recording
studio the Hawks Nest.

His second release for Checker "Susie Q"
established his place in the history of Rock’n’Roll.
Although it was written by Dale & James Burton,
the credits were taken out of Dale's control and
James' contribution was credited to Stan Lewis &
Eleanor Broadwater (wife of the influential deejay
Gene Nobles). Such practices were not unusual at
the time.

Dale has performed in many major music
festivals, such as the New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival, Chicago Blues Festival, San
Francisco, Denver and New Orleans Film
Festivals, and the Shreveport Jazz & Blues
Festival. He continues to perform in the States
and has recently appeared in festivals in Sweden
and England.

"Susie Q" has been recorded, amongst others, by
The Rolling Stones, The Everly Brothers,
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You can catch the legendary Rock’n’Roller from
Louisiana at this coming May’s Hemsby Festival,
See elsewhere in the mag for details. Back at the
tail end of last summer, Tales From The Woods
was indeed honoured to be granted an exclusive
interview with this charming and personable star
whilst he was on a stopover in Maidstone, Kent
before travelling out to headline a Rock’n’Roll
Festival in Spain. The fruits of this fascinating
hour spent with Dale will appear in Issue 55 which
we hope will be hitting your doormats around
August Bank Holiday weekend.







We were off on the 14th Sandy Beaches Cruise
on board the Holland America's Oosterdam with
Delbert McClinton's organisation for seven days of
Rhythm and Blues down the West Mexican Coast
with three stops at Mexican ports but, more
importantly, a week of good rockin' music on
board.

Once through the Customs and heavy American
checking procedure (we are now the alien
immigrants!) we got on board. In the enormous
dining hall on deck 9 we met up with Jack and
Pauline. Jack and I had seen the Delbert
McClinton band at the Kentish Town and Country
Club (now long gone) in 1990 and were
immediately fans being lovers of good Rhythm &
Blues music. In 1998 Jack saw the cruise on the
website (Delbert.com) and we talked about going
for it. For thirteen years it has gone out of Fort
Lauderdale in Florida but for the fourteenth cruise
it was going down the West coast.



Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

For those who have not been on a cruise before
(like me) there are no money transactions.
Everything is by voucher or signing bills. All the
food, coffee and soft drinks are free and the main
restaurants are open for huge American
breakfasts at 6am to cheeseburgers and fries at 3
am! There was a standard charge made every
day for service which I thought was quite high but,
who cares, we were on holiday. The mostly
Indonesian staff were superb, nothing was too
much trouble and the boat was very clean and our
cabin steward cared for our every need.

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

Enough about the boat. There was lots of
exploring to do and the music started at 5pm on
the first day with Nick Connolly (who we never
saw!) then Fred Eaglesmith at 8pm. We had gone
to the dining room proper, a lavish two-story
restaurant that served a three-course meal of
mouth-watering excellence. The choice of wine
was expensive but we had a couple of bottles to
celebrate (and for the rest of the week had
glasses of the house wine - or should that be boat
wine?)

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design
Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251

We went off to the Songwriters show, where four
or five of the entertainers told funny stories about
how they came to write their songs. I knew many
of the songs they played. We moved out of there
to catch the last part of Marcia Ball's show then
waited to see the last show of the first night on the
after deck which was, of course Delbert McClinton
and his terrific band. The shows all finished
around 12.30-1.00am but after that was an
impromptu jam session on the topmost deck
where cruisers could join in with any musicians
whose adrenaline was still pumping.

Rhythm and Cruise
by Dave Parker
My wife, Joy, and I arrived at Los Angeles airport
(courtesy British Airways and Tesco air miles!)
and transferred to a 28 seater American Airways
flight to San Diego where we had decided to book
into a hotel (the Marriott) for a couple of nights to
shake off jet lag!
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Each daily programme was heralded by a detailed
newssheet in our cabin's mailbox and there was a
lot going on each day; wine tasting, a casino,
fitness class, fan club meets, bridge club, the
indoor pool, art classes, shopping, merchandising
etc., but I'm going to stick to the music. Every day,
except when the boat was in port, the music
started at 11.00am and continuously overlapped
until 1.00am. The music programme was carefully
prepared with each act doing their own one and a
half hour show about three times during the week
so it was possible to see all the bands. When the
boat docked the music started on board at
5.00pm.

4. James Hunter who we all know and love and
who told us he has a new CD coming out with
some guest piano by Allan Toussaint.
3 Delbert McClinton and his band which included
Kevin McKendree on piano and played good tight
R&B. Delbert was the harmonica player on 'Hey
Baby' by Bruce Channel and legend has it he
coached John Lennon for his harmonica playing
on 'Love me do'
2. Marcia Ball, a tall willowy lady with a violent
grey streak in her hair who played piano like the
New Orleans Greats
1. Teresa James and her band, the Rhythm
Tramps - she stood up and played rocking piano
with a voice somewhere between Bonny Raitt and
Janice Joplin. Definitely my favourite and I had
never heard of her before. Her band was so tight!

The three ports, all in Mexico, were Cabo San
Lucas, on the tip of the Baja peninsula where the
famous Hotel California of Eagles fame is nearby,
Mazatlan, a big port on the mainland with one of
the largest tuna and shrimp fishing fleets in the
world and quickly becoming a world class tourist
resort, and finally, about halfway down the Pacific
coast of Mexico nestling under the Sierra Madre
mountains, the city of Puerto Vallarta. This place
attracts more than three million visitors a year and
with 345 days of sunshine and temperatures
averaging 25 degrees C it's not hard to see why...

All the others were worth a mention, Raul Malo
(ex lead singer of The Mavericks) was his usual
smooth self, Bekka Bramlett had a lovely voice,
Mike Clark had a good band, Fred Eaglesmith had
excellent humorist patter but was a country singer
with good story songs, Mingo Fishtrap were an
outfit bordering on funk but with a wonderful fivepiece brass section that turned up guesting with
most bands (while Teresa James was playing,
their 'Just a closer walk with thee' intro to one of
her numbers from the back of the crowd was a
knockout), Jimmy Hall was, like Lloyd Jones,
more in the Allman Brothers/Doobie brothers
mould and very exciting at times, Jo-el Sonnier
was Cajun at its best, not too purist and a lot of
rocking versions, Paul Thorn was a bit of an
enigma, telling religious stories about how they
came to be written then the songs verged towards
blasphemy (but not quite). One song for example
was about this attractive Mormon girl who was a
stripper at night to pay for her door-knocking
activities during the day, Gary Nicholson
performed only as Whitey Johnson in a white suit
and sang some great blues/R&B with a splendid
band (a terrific version of Ray Charles' 'Leave my
Woman Alone' was included) and all the others
did a good and entertaining job.

So who did we see? I am not going to go on in
great detail but I did have CDs by six of them and
Jack (who is better on the computer than me) did
a lot of research on most of the others. Listed
were; Delbert McClinton, Raul Malo, Marcia Ball,
Stephen Bruton (who was a no-show because he
has advanced cancer of the throat but his band
turned up with vocalist Malford Milligan), Richard
Bowden, Bekka Bramlett (offspring of Bonnie
Bramlett), Mike Clarke, Fred Eaglesmith, Mingo
Fishtrap, Jimmy Hall, Lloyd Jones, Jo-El Sonnier,
Paul Thorn, Teresa James, Al Anderson, Jeffrey
Steele, Gary Nicholson (a phenomenal songwriter
who co-wrote many of Delbert's songs and also
went out as a blues singer under the name of
Whitey Johnson), Nick Connolly, Bruce Channel
(unfortunately another no-show due to a death in
the family), Paul Overstreet, Sharon Vaughn and
our own James Hunter who was a late addition.
He was very nervous but was glad to see us as
we were friends, having booked him four times for
our village hop over the recent years.

Guesting in another band was always on the
cards (Delbert and Teresa with Whitey Johnson
and the Mungo Fishtrap Brass were everywhere).
At one time Al Anderson had Jo-El Sonnier, the
Mingo Fishtrap brass and Sharon Vaughn on
stage with him.

Okay, so you might not have heard of many of
them. Take my word for it though, they were all, at
the very least, good and most were excellent. So
after the week, my top five in reverse order were:
5. Al Anderson the ex NRBQ band member
whose band included his brother Terry on drums. I
have eight recordings (CDs and LPs by NRBQ
and two by him) and he performed a lot of this
material which he had co written and it included a
stunningly fast 'Crazy like a Fox' and other stuff
some of which had 'trademark' great Les Dawson
type solos but on the guitar

Most of the performances were supposed to be
on the aft deck but the weather, which was sunny,
included a strong cold wind and many of the
performances were transferred to the big theatre
in the bowels of the ship. Once when we got to
hug the mainland coast, the wind dropped and the
weather got really hot (I got a bit burned!). I think
the organisers didn't realise how low the
temperatures were generally during the last week
in January and although the Sandy Beaches
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Cruise 15 is already selling they might eventually
go back to the Caribbean.

Woods events. I speak of The Freemasons Arms,
81-82 Long Acre, Covent Garden, WC2E 9NG
literally a few minutes walk from Covent Garden
tube station, out of the tube, turn left for a few
feet, then a right in to Long Acre. 100 metres
down on the left, you will stumble across the
venue.

We befriended a lot of Americans aboard and
most of them just came for the music. Some didn't
know where the boat was going, nor cared. It was
a wonderful atmosphere and I can recommend it
to anybody who loves good rockin' R&B. All the
performers were spread around in cabins with us
and enjoyed the cruise with the cruisers. It was
possible to have breakfast with Delbert and talk to
Teresa by the pool. It was, as one American said,
like having a seven-day back stage pass.

The upstairs private bar is where you will find us
celebrating a milestone birthday for Brian 'Bunter'
Clarke, the man who lays down the beat behind
Terry Dene, Wee Willie Harris, Margaret Lewis
and Danny Rivers, to name but four, drummer in
the TFTW houseband, the all round great guy who
has DJd at virtually all TFTW gigs, shared his
considerable knowledge with us through the
pages of the mag, indeed a very popular chap. So
it may be a good idea to let either myself or Brian
th
know if you can attend on the 5 ; the room holds
around 80 people to be comfortable and at Tony
Papard’s birthday party, we were in excess of that
number by at least fifty, so we all had to get really
friendly with each other to make room. Please let
us know so we can keep good hold of the
numbers expected.

I minimised my possible CD buying on the basis I
could always buy on the net but I bought one by
Teresa James and a live one by Marcia Ball. I also
bought the DVD of the 12th cruise called 'Rocking
the Boat' (available from Delbert's web site) and,
to anybody who is thinking about this cruise I can
recommend this which captures the atmosphere
of the cruise and includes many of the musicians
who turn up time and time again on it.
Because this part of the holiday was only a week,
Joy decided we should spend more time there so
we got in touch with a Travel Counsellors
(elisa.yarcony@atravelcounsellors.com)
who
sorted us a holiday at the end of the cruise. We
toured San Diego, flew to Los Angeles, and
caught a coach with an excellent guide and driver,
a quick tour of Hollywood followed then we did
four states by going up the coast via Carmel and
Monterey to San Francisco, inland to Yosemite
through heavy snow down to Las Vegas, Zion and
Bryce national parks to Kanab, Monument Valley
(John Wayne country), The Grand Canyon,
Flagstaff along Route 66, to Sedona via Oak
Creek Canyon (a 5000 foot drop), Phoenix, Palm
Springs and back to Los Angeles.

If you want to have a party to celebrate a
birthday/wedding/anniversary etc and you want a
smart London venue, central to transport links,
where excellent buffets are provided, and you
want Tales From The Woods to take care of the
worrying, you tell us what type of bands/DJjs you
want, and we will do the rest. Before I ask Harry to
roll down the easy to read map and the advert for
our party provider, just a quick reminder that we
will be back at The Freemasons Arms on Friday
5th September for our second collaboration with
Fourth Friday Washboards From Bohemia No2,
Skiffle and poetry evening. Roll the map Harry!

The boat travelled 2448 miles and the coach 3090
miles. There were 1800 passengers on the boat
and 17 passengers on the coach of whom we
were the only Brits, but the rest, Italians, Danes,
Brazilians and East Germans were great
company.
Dave Parker









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

We have moved! The official Tales From The
Woods function room is no longer at the King &
Queen, Cleveland Street; after spending a fair
number of years there, like virtually everything
else in life it is time to move on. We are now
based at the Kings Head, 13 Westmoreland
Street, W1G 8PJ, off New Cavendish Street,
close to Marylebone High Street, in a small private
intimate upstairs room called the Theatre Bar, the

July 5th, sharpen your pencils, diary at the ready;
come that first Saturday in July we shall be
returning to the triumph of a few Tales From The
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walls decorated with photographs of thespians
down the decades. Ideal for smaller parties - what
may be considered too small for The Freemasons
Arms can definitely be accommodated at the
more cosy Kings Head. Roll the map Harry.

Andrew Ings and I want to hear from you; we want
to get this book (entitled Collective Memories)
wrapped up by no later than November 2008,
hopefully hitting the book stands around Spring
09. So no time to waste - get those precious
memories to us so we can get them into print.
We will be holding book sittings i.e. interviews for
inclusion in the book, spasmodically over the
coming months, normally mid to late afternoon
sittings on a weekday; don’t worry if you don’t live
in or near London, simply email your contributions
in; if no access to a computer, then write them in,
we don’t mind in what format it arrives, as long as
we get it. Email to me or write to me at any of the
contact addresses at the back of the magazine or
phone me if you want to attend a sitting or just
simply have a query, we really want to hear from
you.
Tales From The Woods has now got its own
online shop, no more having to wait for gigs, jam
sessions, parties etc to buy our merchandise at
our very competitive prices; simply check out the
website, or through Tony Papard’s forum (Harry
will provide the instructions at the bottom of this
paragraph). We are now open all hours for books,
records, CDs, t-shirts, magazines including back
issues of Tales From The Woods. At the time of
writing we are still very much stacking the shelves
and still expect to be doing so long after you have
read the current issue from cover to cover. In due
course we expect to be selling in our shop a large
variety of both music and non music related items.
This service can be found at the 'TFTW' group on
Yahoo –
http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/tftw/

Party Providers
'Tales From The Woods'
Promotions can arrange your
private party for you

In the true spirit of TFTW it is not just for the
management, it’s open to everyone. You want to
sell your record collection through us or your
unwanted possessions cluttering up your home?
Nothing too small, nothing too big, that’s our
motto; you want to sell your house? Yes you can
now do it through Tales From The Woods as we
have our own estate agency, again just check out
the website and all will be revealed.

Tell us when and why and we can
arrange the rest – DJ or band, food, we’ll
even come along and help you put out
the chairs
Telephone/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Mobile: 07941 540574
Email: KeithWoods25@hotmail.com

Through Lucia, Terry Dene’s lovely lady who has
her own internet business selling property, both
commercial and private in her native Italy, Lucia
has very kindly allowed us to help sell her wares
through our website. At present all the property is
in Italy, which should please many of you who
want a second home amidst sunnier horizons or
indeed a retirement home, as for so many of you
Woodies money is no object. So click on, let Lucia
and I know what you think.

Now there must still be a fair number of you who
may still want to get your memories in print;
musicians, fans who were there at the time in
those long gone glorious pioneering days of Skiffle
and Rock’n’Roll in the mid fifties through to the
early sixties. Were you a budding guitar picker,
drummer, dreamt of being the next Elvis, Buddy,
Gene, Jerry Lee etc or just a wide eyed fan happy
to be a part of what surely must have been a very
special time to be young with a quid in your pocket
and not really a care in the world. Then Mr

No doubt we will be adding property closer to
home at a later date, first for sale sign could be
yours truly’s Edwardian house in Bromley, Kent;
still quite a bit if work to do yet, when it is ready I
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shall let you know. Only those folks who are
interested in preserving the turn of the last century
heritage need apply, unlike the plonker not too
many doors from me who has destroyed its once
beautiful front garden and turned it in to a car
park, and the house itself in to a modernist
nightmare and no doubt chopped off about 50k of
its asking price. Anyway, don’t get me going on
that.

From the U.S.A. but now resident in the UK (Hove
Sussex), Michael T Clayton. The pumping piano
wild man leads an early Jerry Lee Lewis style Trio
of piano, bass and drums. If you’re interested in
booking Michael, let me know and I will send you
his excellent CD and publicity profile.

‘Tales From The Woods is proud to announce
that it is looking after the interests of British
Rock’n’Roll legend Terry Dene for 2008. If you
wish to book Terry, either with the band that
backed him up at the recent 100 Club gig, or with
more cost effective rockabilly style trio, please
don’t hesitate to give us a call.

From New Orleans, Louisiana comes a sassy lady
indeed who, like Michael prefers to make her
home in the UK, Corliss Randall. Based in
London, this big voiced blues/soul/jazz singing
talent
leads
her
own
band
of
keyboards/drums/sax/bass/trumpet and, again
like Michael, is available for bookings virtually
immediately. Corliss recently had a double page
spread dedicated to her talent in the London Lite
paper, which included a review of a gig at a
London jazz restaurant.

(Little Richard is on the left)
Also back on the UK circuit after many years
working with star status in Canada and in Europe,
now looking for gigs from around late spring/early
summer 2008, is the man once regarded as the
British Little Richard, the Incredible Roy Young
Band which can include Liverpool sax legend
Howie Casey or a slimmed down trio.
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The ‘Tales From The Woods’ Houseband which
includes the ever dependable back-bone of so
many 'TFTW' gigs and events over the past
couple
of
years
John
Hills
on
lead
guitar/keyboards; the wax spinning demon of
literally dozens of 'TFTW' functions over the years
as well as scribbler extraordinaire in the very
magazine that you hold in your hands Brian
'Bunter' Clarke on drums; John’s old buddy from
the days of the Skiffle group, Pete Baxter, on
rhythm guitar/vocals and ex sideman from the
Essex institution of Skiffle Eastside, Trevor Jones,
on bass.
© Paul Harris

And also Dave Sampson.

© Paul Harris

All these wonderful acts are available for bookings
in your clubs/venues/theatres, and in some cases
pubs, not forgetting private parties. So you know
what to do.

This versatile Skiffle/Rock’n’Roll band can adapt
to suit any occasion, coming as they do as a unit
or with the man known as The King of the A10
from the Memphis of Essex (Witham) comes
Rockin’ Gerry. But we can also call upon, subject
to availability, a true legend of the British scene,
still knocking them dead after all these years, Wee
Willie Harris. The aforementioned Rockin’ Gerry
also comes with his own band, The Motivators.

© Paul Harris

And I am pretty sure Paul won’t mind me
mentioning Rockabilly Hall of Fame inductee, who
appeared both at the 2i’s show back in January
and his own gig at the 100 Club a few months
later along with a triumphant debut at the Wildest
Cats In Town Weekender at Lowestoft, Suffolk,
Terry Wayne is over from his adopted homeland
of Sweden and is looking for some Rockin’ UK
gigs.
All the contact details follow at the end of the mag.

Keith Woods

Added to our line up are the irrepressibly Danny
Rivers who is a firm favourite with the Woodies
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U K ROCK
The 50s Rock'n'Roll Magazine that
knows what's goin' on.

Jim Driver's Club Bang! Bang! every Friday @
The 100 Club, 100 Oxford Street, W1D 1LL
Fri Apr 04 £20 adv/ door
CHAS & DAVE & FRIENDS #1
Fri April 25 £15 adv/ door
RICKY COOL & THE HOOLA BOOLA BOYS
Fri May 02 £15.50 adv/ £18 door
NINE BELOW ZERO Acoustic
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Borough Green
Rock'n'Roll Club

Check out Steve Hooker’s site at
www.stevehooker.co.uk
to see what he’s up to in the coming months

The Playboys

A well attended venue so get there early. Live
band and resident DJ. Rock-A-Various . Hosted
well by Richard and Val (above). A good dance
floor and friendly club members of all sorts. No
bar so bring your own (an off licence and chippy
just up the road.) Handy for rail and motorway. A
crowded dance floor at times but a really good
atmosphere.
8pm Borough Green Rock'n'Roll Club Village Hall,
Borough Green, Kent. Fridays Monthly and more.

The High Rockabilly festival
Spain
Thurs 11th Sept 2008
Featuring: Rob Glazebrook, Clive Osborne, Ricky
Mcann, Wayne Hopkins.
Ricky Mcann will be flying to Spain from
Hollywood USA for this special occasion

Phone: Val and Richard 01732 887033
email: valmiles@btopenworld.com
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Rhythm Festival 2008
August 29/30/31
Twinwood Arena, Clapham, Beds MK41 6AB
Friday 29th August
Big Star - Steve Cropper & The Animals - Michelle
Shocked - Chas & Dave - Gandalf Murphy & The
Slambovian Circus of Dreams - Wilko Johnson Number 1 Station - Fastlane Roogalator - and
more…
Saturday 30th August
The Saw Doctors - Quciksilver Messenger Service
- Dave & Ansell Collins - The Pretty Things - Jah
Wobble's Unique Event - Geno Washington & the
Ram Jam Band - Roy Young Band - Stackridge The Toasters - Mike Sanchez Band - and more…
Sunday 31st August
Jefferson Starship - Richie Havens - The Zombies
- Nine Below Zero - Man - Delroy Williams & The
Junction Band - Ricky Cool & The Hoola Boola
Boys - Juicy Lucy - Gandalf Murphy & The
Slambovian Circus of Dreams - Tiny Tin Lady Chris Mayfield Band - The Foxes - Smashing
Time - and more…
http://www.rhythmfestival.net/
email: info@twinwoodevents.com
or by post: Twinwood Events Ltd, Twinwood
Road, Clapham, Bedfordshire MK41 6AB

Doug MacLeod
LIVE at St Kyneburgha's Church,
Castor, Peterborough
Saturday 12th April 2008

Cuxton Rock’n’Roll Club
Sturdee Sports & Social Club
Stoke Road/Ropers Lane, Hoo, ROCHESTER,
Kent, ME3 9LT
All gigs £7
Run by Lyn & Martin. A friendly club, not a large
venue but enough dance room. Some colourful
characters and lively dancing. A wooden dance
floor and carpeted seating area around. Monthly
with the live bands booked make it a great venue
to dance or just soak up the atmosphere.
Complete with bar, ample parking, plus outside
areas to sit overlooking the estuary. Great for
cooling off on hot summer nights.
Martin & Lyn. Phone: 01732 780076/07836
669349
martinandlyn@cuxtonrocknrollclub.fsnet.co.uk

Beauwaters Rock’n’Roll club
A rather nice venue tucked away in the "dodgy"
end of North Fleet, Gravesend. Good large dance
floor. Carpeted seating areas. Separate bars. Run
by "comedy" Pete Bruce who plays a good
selection with the record hop. A lively crowd and
well attended popular venue. Live bands twice
monthly. Separate large bar area. Lots of off road
parking
Nelson Road, Northfleet, DA11 7EE
Sundays 8pm Twice Monthly
Pete Bruce 01322 407110 or 01474 359222

Mojo Bufford
LIVE at Castor Village Hall,
Peterborough Road, Castor,
Peterborough PE5 7AX
Friday 25th April 2008
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The Acacia Ballroom
High Street, DARTFORD, Kent, DA1 1DJ
01322 407110
brucie72000@yahoo.co.uk
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The SwampRock Club







If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

All Saints Art Centre
122 Oakleigh Road North, Whetstone, London
N20 9EZ
½ mile from Totteridge and Whetstone tube
Doors open 8pm - bands commence 9pm approx

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

For further information on SwampRock events
please call Carole Lateman 0208 810 7454

Halfmoon, Putney

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941

93 Lower Richmond Rd, London SW15 1EU
Friday 4th April
HANK WANGFORD
Saturday 5th April
EDDIE & THE HOTRODS
Saturday 19th April
GENO WASHINGTON

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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